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ABSTRACT
Annisa Rahmawati, 2013. The Implementaton of Teaching English for the Seventh Grade
Students of SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten in 2017/ 2018 Academic Year. Thesis. English
Letters Study Program, Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty.
Advisor: Novianni Anggraini, S.Pd., M.Pd
Keyword: Implementation, Teaching English, SMP N 3 Karangdowo.
This research aims atfinding the answer to the following research questions: 1)
How is the implementation of teaching English reading for the seventh grade students of
SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/ 2018 academic year? 2) How are the students
respond toward the implementation of teaching English reading by the English teacher in
SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/ 2018 academic year?.  The objective of the research
involves some components, namely: curriculum and syllabuses, learning objectives,
classroom procedures and technique, teaching and learning process, instructional material
and method, the teaching learning process which involves classroom activity, classroom
procedure and media and evaluation.
This research used descriptive qualitative method. The data of research derived
from event, documents, and interview. The techniques of collecting the data are
observations, interviews, and documentation. The techniques of analyzing of the data
reduction, data display, and verification. The researcher use triangulation as a
trustworthiness of data.
The result of this research shows that SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten has followed
the requirements of the learning and teaching process including the syllabus, learning
objective, procedure and technique, and the implementation of media for delivering the
material. They are: (1) The syllabus applied at SMP N 3 Karangdowo was Curriculum of
2013 (K-13) (2) The teaching learning process in SMP N 3 Karangdowo, has some
general objectives and specific objectives for each English skill. (3) The procedure of
teaching implemented the theory of Genre Based Approach in teaching English lesson.
(4) The techniques of teaching, Teachers used several techniques, group discussion,
dialogue performance, question and answer. In addition, the teachers used a variety of
games such as role play, presentation. (5) The instructional materials used at is divided
into four categories: printed material, audio material, visual material and material from
internet. (6) Related to media, in teaching and learning process, the two teachers has used
some media or tools such as text book and whiteboard, LCD, internet and picture. (7)
Assessment models by the teachers is: multiple choice forms, essays, matching, oral
performance (presentation), composing group, formative assessment, and summative
assessment. (8) The students give a good respon toward the teaching and learning process
of reading conducted by the teachers as they can teach by using various material and
media.
ABSTRAK
Annisa Rahmawati, 2013. Implementasi Pengajaran Bahasa Inggris untuk Siswa Kelas
VII SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten Tahun Ajaran 2017/2018. Tesis. Program Studi Bahasa
Inggris, Fakultas Pendidikan dan Pelatihan Guru.
Penasihat: Novianni Anggraini, S.Pd., M.Pd
Kata kunci: Implementasi, Pengajaran Bahasa Inggris, SMP N 3 Karangdowo.
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mencari jawaban terhadap pertanyaan penelitian sebagai
berikut: 1) Bagaimana penerapan pengajaran membaca Bahasa Inggris untuk siswa kelas
VII SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/2018 tahun akademik? 2) Bagaimana tanggapan
siswa terhadap pelaksanaan pengajaran membaca bahasa Inggris oleh guru bahasa Inggris
di SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/2018 tahun akademik ?. Tujuan dari penelitian ini
melibatkan beberapa komponen, yaitu: kurikulum dan silabus, tujuan pembelajaran,
prosedur dan teknik kelas, proses belajar mengajar, bahan ajar dan metode, proses belajar
mengajar yang melibatkan aktivitas kelas, prosedur kelas dan media dan evaluasi.
Penelitian ini menggunakan metode deskriptif kualitatif. Data penelitian berasal dari
peristiwa, dokumen, dan wawancara. Teknik pengumpulan data adalah observasi,
wawancara, dan dokumentasi. Teknik menganalisis reduksi data, tampilan data, dan
verifikasi. Peneliti menggunakan triangulasi sebagai kepercayaan data.
Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten telah mengikuti
persyaratan proses pembelajaran dan pengajaran termasuk silabus, tujuan pembelajaran,
prosedur dan teknik, dan implementasi media untuk penyampaian materi. Mereka adalah:
(1) Silabus yang diterapkan di SMP N 3 Karangdowo adalah Kurikulum 2013 (K-13) (2)
Proses belajar mengajar di SMP N 3 Karangdowo, memiliki beberapa tujuan umum dan
tujuan khusus untuk masing-masing keterampilan bahasa Inggris. (3) Prosedur mengajar
menerapkan teori Pendekatan Berbasis Genre dalam pengajaran pelajaran bahasa Inggris.
(4) Teknik pengajaran, Guru menggunakan beberapa teknik, diskusi kelompok, kinerja
dialog, pertanyaan dan jawaban. Selain itu, para guru menggunakan berbagai permainan
seperti permainan peran, presentasi. (5) Bahan ajar yang digunakan dibagi menjadi empat
kategori: bahan cetak, materi audio, materi visual dan materi dari internet. (6) Terkait
dengan media, dalam proses belajar mengajar, kedua guru telah menggunakan beberapa
media atau alat seperti buku teks dan papan tulis, LCD, internet dan gambar. (7) Model
penilaian oleh guru adalah: bentuk pilihan ganda, esai, pencocokan, kinerja lisan
(presentasi), kelompok komposisi, penilaian formatif, dan penilaian sumatif. (8) Para
siswa memberikan respon yang baik terhadap proses belajar mengajar membaca yang
dilakukan oleh guru karena mereka dapat mengajar dengan menggunakan berbagai materi
dan media.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
English language teaching has focused on teaching the language rather
than teaching about the language. The importance is not the linguistic
competence of language learners but also on the development in their
communicative ability. Teaching English focuses on the ability of
communication of the students. Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing are
four important basic skills to improve student’s English skill. Those skills are
integrated in English teaching learning process, and it will develop students’
skill. A teacher should be creative to apply teaching method, so students can
master the four important basic skills. A teacher should make students
interested in the material in order that students can understand the material
easily.
According to Fauziati (2005:5) method is treated at the level of design
in which the roles of teachers, learners, and instructional materials are
specified. Teaching method is theoretically related to an approach and is
organizationally determined by a design. Teaching method is one of the
elements in teachinglearning process, and it is related to an approach, design,
and teaching procedure. It is needed in teaching-learning process to determine
the success in education.
2The implementation of theory and practice within a method such an
Instructional Design in teaching learning English process is not easy to do in
every school. Teachers and students still face many problems when implement
it. The existence of instructional design is obviously needed in English
teaching. Instructional design has some components, such as the learning
objective, syllabus model, instructional material, classroom procedure,
technique, learner’s role, teacher’s role, evaluation and media. All of the
aspects has the main goal to provide students with good command of English
so that they are able to take part in various academic activities, most of which
are conveyed in English (Rifai, 2013:50).
Most teachers today have already implemented the instructional design
of teaching, especially in teaching English to help them to conduct the class
effectively. Instructional design has made between the design of learning
materials embedded in learning theory and the effective selection and use of
technology. More recent work by Bates (2005:55) in the area of learning
concludes that without a team of instructional design experts, facilitation of
effective Learning is highly unlikely. For example, given the wide variety of
internet communication technologies and social software available.
Instructional Design is the plan, organization for the effective learning of the
students. Instruction is not only the training by the development of the new
technology, presentation and representation of the reality or information
change. Students should face with more than one alternative for learning
atmosphere to match content level with suitable materials, strategies and
3theories Richard and Rogers (2001: 28). In addition to this, teachers have great
responsibility to organize the instruction with integrating content level of
knowledge and selection of attractive, productive materials within learning-
teaching process.
Teacher has an important role in teaching learning process, not only in
teaching reading, but also in every skill of English. The first role deals with
instructional strategies and their use. Effective teachers have a wide array of
instructional strategies at their disposal. They know how best to use
homework and how to use questions and advance organizers, and so on.
Additionally, they know when these strategies should be used with specific
students and specific content. Although cooperative learning might be highly
effective in one lesson, a different approach might be better in another lesson.
Some general strategies that have a good research “track record” in terms of
enhancing student achievement have been detailed in Classroom Instruction
That Works: Research-Based Strategies for Increasing Student Achievement
(Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock, 2001).
The major role of teacher in language teaching is to build the condition
and to increase the teaching learning process. Beside the teachers role, the
students role is also important in the teaching learning process. The students is
the main component when teaching learning process is already happen.
Teaching learning process will be effective depend on students interest.
Johnson and Paulson (1976) in Richard and Rodgers (2001: 22) said that
learners were seen as stimulus-responsive mechanism whose learning. The
4learner is the planner of his or her own learning program and thus ultimately
assumes responsibility of what he or she does in the classroom. The learner is
monitor and evaluator of his or her own progress. Learner is a member of a
group and learns by interacting with others.
In SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten, English becomes a favorite subject
especially for the seventh grade students. The students are happy and have fun
to study English since it is pleasing and interesting. Besides, this school has
already equipped with modern media, such as video tape material, LCD,
internet access, video player, and teaching material. Many kinds of
supplementary material can be place in media. The teachers use media in their
English class learning, so students can learn the foreign language through the
concept example of things found in the real world, and the advantages of using
media instructional design for the Englsh class.
Furthermore, to make the students more interested and attractive in
learning English, the teacher of SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten applied various
techniques in the teaching and learning process. The process of teaching is
created to be effective and efficient. The various learning theories and
concepts are used to make the students familiar with English text. Teacher
used various of techniques in teaching activity in order to make the students
feel comfortable in learning English. On the other hand, the students have a
good ability in reading skill and have more vocabulary review. The teaching
learning process becomes effective due to the willingness of the students to
5study English and want to maximize their English ability either in spoken or
written form.
Based on the observation the researcher found that the English
teachers, either male or female have creative plan in teaching and use selective
material for teaching English. Besides, to make the learning process more
interesting, the teachers often use some media in introducing material, such as
kinds of text to the students, such as by using video, picture, and power point.
The teacher should uses the complete component of instructional design in
every teaching learning process. The component of instructional design is the
most important instrument in the teaching and learning process. The
successfulness of attaining English cannot be separated with the instructional
design. The component of an Instructional Design applied by teachers in SMP
N 3 Karangdowo Klaten includes syllabus, learning objective, instructional
material, classroom techniques, classroom procedures, role of the student, role
of the teacher, teaching media and evaluation model. However, some of
English teachers in SMP N 3 Karangdowo do not apply syllabuses and do not
concern about the goals and objectives of teaching English which causes them
cannot deliver the material to the maximum level.
The importance of the syllabus and the specific contains of syllabus in
the teaching learning process also felt by other researchers’ previous finding.
AlMekhlafi’s and Nagaratnam’s Work (2011), Maulidiyah’s Work (2010),
Marita’s Work (2011), and Kuswahyuningsih’s Work (2013) stated that
syllabus, lesson plan, and curriculum are important to teach English and
6English language teachers would do well to understand and address their
learners’ concern in planning their lessons. According to Richards (1990:1),
goals and objectives for the program have to be developed as well as
syllabuses and instructional materials. Instructional strategies have to be
determined; teachers selected and trained, and tests and assessment procedures
chosen.
Based on the above explanations, the researcher is interested in
conducting a research on the implementation of teaching English in junior
high school. Therefore, ths research entitled The Implementaton of Teaching
English for the Seventh Grade Students of SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten in
2017/ 2018 Academic Year.
B. Limitation of the Problem
This research has broader scope and it is impossible for the researcher
to handle all problems. Therefore, in this research, the analysis is limited on
the implementation of the teaching English by the teachers of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten in the teaching and learning process of English. The
school is chosen since the English teachers, either male or female have
creative plan in teaching and use selective material for teaching English.
Besides, to make the learning process more interesting, the teachers often use
some media in introducing material, such as kinds of text to the students, such
as by using video, picture, and power point. Therefore, in this research, the
analysis is focus on the English teacher’s in their way of teaching English for
the seventh grade including syllabus, objective, method, material, and media.
7Besides, the students’ opinion on the implementation of teaching English by
the teacher is also described in this research.
C. Problem Formulation
Based on the background study, the general question is specified into
the following subsidiary reseacrh questions.
1. How is the implementation of teaching English for the seventh grade
students of SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/ 2018 academic year?
2. How are the students respond toward the implementation of teaching
English by the English teacher in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/
2018 academic year?
D. The Objectives of the study
Based on the problem statements, this research is intended to describe
the teaching learning process of English reading skill implemented by teachers
in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/ 2018 academic year. It is to describe:
1. The implementation of teaching English for the seventh grade students of
SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/ 2018 academic year.
2. The students respond toward the implementation of teaching English by
the English teacher in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/2018 academic
year.
E. Benefits of the study
There are two kinds of advantages, namely theoretical and practical.
The advantages of this research are as follows:
1. Theoritical Benefit
8a. The result of this research paper can be used as the reference in the
implementation of teaching English for the seventh grade students of
junior high school.
b. The result of this research paper can give some input in the
implementation of teaching English for the seventh grade students of
junior high school.
2. Practical Benefit
a. This research will be useful for the students to find the way of learning
English correctly and improve their English skill; listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. And the result of this research is hopefully able to
bring the students improve their English skill.
b. The result of this research will give additional information to the
teacher regardless the implementation of the teaching of English at
junior high school and find an alternative teaching media in teaching
English for junior high school students.
c. This research will give readers extensive knowledge, particularly on
the implementation of the teaching English for junior high school
student.
F. Definition of Key Terms
1. Teaching and Learning
Douglas Brown states that “Teaching is showing or helping to
learn how to do something, giving instruction, guiding the study of
9something, providing with knowledge, causing to know or understand”
(Brown, 2000:7).
Learning is acquisition or getting, learning is retention of
information skill, and learning involves some forms of practice, perhaps
reinforced practiced” (Brown, 2000:7).
2. Integrating the Language Skills
Baker (2003: 20-21) highlights a practical model of integration of
the language four skills. All four skills (speaking, listening, reading, and
writing) can be used to practice the new target language. He designs a
sample lesson to clarify the integration.
While Mc Donough, (1993: 201-204) asserted the importance of
teaching integrated skills in conjunction with one another, he stressed on
one of the roles of the teacher in helping the learner become
communicatively competent in the L2, and then this will include more
than being able to perform in each of the four skills separately.
3. Teacher and Student Role
Richard and Lockhart (1994: 105) stated the roles of the teacher in
teaching learning are as facilitator, as classroom manager, as assesor, as
motivator and as planner. Richard (1986) stated that learner’s role to plan
their own learning program and this ultimately assume responsibility for
what they do in the classroom, learners monitor and evaluate their own
progress,learner learn from the teacher and learners are members of a
group and learn by interacting with others.
10
CHAPTER II
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE
A. Theoretical Description
1. The Definition of Teaching and Learning
Teaching and Learning are two things that can not be separated.
Both teaching and learning support each other. We can not do teaching
activities without involving learning activities. That is why we can not
define teaching closely apart from learning. Those definitions are as
follow:
a. Teaching
H. Douglas Brown states that “Teaching is showing or helping
to learn how to do something, giving instruction, guiding the study of
something, providing with knowledge, causing to know or understand”
(Brown, 2000:7).
From the definition above, we can conclude that teaching is
about helping someone to learn how to do something. It can be done
by giving the learners instructions of how to do that or by guiding
them in doing the thing that they expected to learn. Someone who does
teaching is used to be called as a teacher, while the one who is taught
is used to be called as a learner. The main purpose of teaching is
indeed, to make the learners know or understand how to do something
she/he expected to learn.
11
Teaching is not an easy matter. There are many skills needed in
changing someone from not knowing anything into knowing or
understanding how to do something. In most cases, students are
studying just because they are forced to do that. They just do what
their parents want them to do. Whereas, the first thing to do in
acquiring knowledge or knowing how to do something is having a
desire. Student must have a desire or at least a curiosity if they want to
know how to do something. It is a teacher’s duty to implant a desire or
a curiosity in his/her student’s mind. It can be done if a teacher knows
how to make his/her lesson interesting for students. Besides that, a
teacher has to create a good relationship with his/her students if he/she
wants the teaching process runs well.
There are some issues that should be highlighted to be a good
teacher, such as a teacher should make his lesson interesting, a teacher
must love her/his job, a teacher should have her/his own personality, a
teacher should have lots of knowledge, and a teacher is an entertainer
in a positive sense not in a negative sense (Hammer, 1998:1, 2). This
definition contains the responsibility and qualification of teacher in
order to create good relationship between the teacher and the student.
b. Learning
H. Douglas Brown stated “learning is acquiring or getting of
knowledge of a subject or a skill by study, experience or instruction.
Learning is acquisition or getting, learning is retention of information
12
skill, and learning involves some forms of practice, perhaps reinforced
practiced” (Brown, 2000: 7).
Based the two definitions above, someone can be said as a
learner if he/she is intended to acquire knowledge of a subject or a skill
by study. In the process of teaching, there are many practices involved.
Someone can not acquire knowledge just by a single practice. He/she
has to do practices repeatedly. The main purpose of learning is to
know or understand how to do something. In this case, the learner’s
desire and motivation play so significant roles. Those two things
determine whether the learner can really acquire knowledge or not.
2. Learning Objectives
Learning objectives are brief descriptions of specific things a
learner completing the course will know or be able to do. They should be
succinctly expressed using clear action verbs. One principle that teachers
of English learners can begin to apply immediately is creating and posting
language objectives for their lessons. Many teachers are familiar with
using content objectives to identify what students will learn and be able to
do in the lesson. However, they are less likely to include language
objectives that support the linguistic development of their students.
Implementing language objectives can be a powerful first step in
ensuring that English learners have equal access to the curriculum even
though they may not be fully proficient in the language. This is because
the second language acquisition process requires opportunities for the
13
language learner to be exposed to, practice with, and then be assessed on
their language skills (Echevarria, Short, & Vogt, 2008:12). Learning
Objectives are statements that describe what a learner will be able to do as
a result of learning. Learning Objectives are also statements that describe
what a learner will be able to do as a result of teaching. Some definitions
stress that a learning objective is a sort of contract that teachers make with
learners that describes what they will be able to do after learning that they
could not do before, the added value of teaching. However the connection
between teaching and learning is not a simple one. Just because knowledge
or skills are taught does not mean that particular knowledge or skills are
learned. Many factors can interfere with the achievement of objectives the
existing knowledge of the learner, the relevance or usefulness of the
material presented the skills of the teacher.
According to Pomoni (2010: 5), the learning process encompasses
a series of activities that aim to reinforce students’ learning through a
range of different types of objectives. Every day, educational professionals
make a lot of different instructional decisions that have a direct impact on
their students’ learning performance. In this context, the main goal of
instructional (or learning) objectives is to define what teachers want their
students to learn rather than how they will learn it. In this context,
instructional objectives are of high importance in the learning process.
One principle that teachers of English learners can begin to apply
immediately is creating and posting language objectives for their lessons.
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Many teachers are familiar with using content objectives to identify what
students will learn and be able to do in the lesson. However, they are less
likely to include language objectives that support the linguistic
development of their students.
Implementing language objectives can be a powerful first step in
ensuring that English learners have equal access to the curriculum even
though they may not be fully proficient in the language. This is because
the second language acquisition process requires opportunities for the
language learner to be exposed to, practice with, and then be assessed on
their language skills (Echevarria, Short, & Vogt, 2008:88). Language
objectives are lesson objectives that specifically outline the type of
language that students will need to learn and use in order to accomplish
the goals of the lesson. Quality language objectives complement the
content knowledge and skills identified in content area standards and
address the aspects of academic language that will be developed or
reinforced during the teaching of grade level content concepts (Echevarria
& Short, 2010: 12).
These objectives involve the four language skills (speaking,
listening, reading, and writing), but they can also include:
1) The language functions related to the topic of the lesson (e.g., justify,
hypothesize)
2) Vocabulary essential to a student being able to fully participate in the
lesson (e.g., axis, locate, graph)
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3) Language learning strategies to aid in comprehension (e.g.,
questioning, making predictions).
3. Syllabus
Richards (2001: 252) points out that teaching materials provide
basis for the content of lessons, the balance of skills taught, and the kinds
of language practice students take part in. Similar to Richards, Richards
and Rodgers (2001) also puts forward the same idea that instructional
materials can provide detailed specifications of content, even in the
absence of the syllabus. As a matter of fact, the materials themselves will
produce a detailed language syllabus (Hutchinson and Waters, 1995: 93).
Further, they define syllabus as a document which says what will (or at
least what should) be learnt (1995; 80). Hutchinson and Waters (1995: 80)
also define syllabus as at its simplest level “as a statement of what is to be
learnt”. They further add that it reflects of language and linguistic
performance.
Of several kinds of syllabus, any teaching materials must, in
reality, operate several syllabuses at the same time (Hutchinson and
Waters, 1995: 89) in which two among others – functional and structural
syllabus are a course should have, and are reflected in any instructional
materials. Yalden (1987: 87) in Richards (2001: 265) also refers to
syllabus as a "summary of the content to which learners will be exposed".
Candlin (1984: 44) in Richards (2001: 266) suggests a different
perspective implying that syllabuses are "social constructions, produced
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interdependently in classrooms by teachers and learner. They are
concerned with the specification and planning of what is to be learned,
frequently set down in some written form as prescriptions for action by
teachers and learners."Finally, in simple words, a language teaching
syllabus involves the combination of subject matter (what to teach) and
linguistic matter (how to teach). It actually performs as a guide for both
teacher and learner by providing some goals to be accomplished. Syllabus,
in fact, deals with linguistic theory and theories of language learning and
how they are utilized in the classroom.
4. Instructional Material
a. The Concept of Instructional Materials
Instructional materials have been defined as “any systematic
description of techniques and exercises to be used in the classroom
teaching” (Brown, 1995). This definition is in line with what the study
tries to find out on how the teacher use the materials and how the
students respond to it since the material itself consists of systematic
exercises and techniques to use the exercises. Therefore, the study tries
to reveal the use of materials with appropriate exercises and techniques
as perceived by the teachers and the students.
Instructional material means content that conveys the essential
knowledge and skills of a subject in the public school curriculum
through a medium or a combination of media for conveying
information to a student. In general, the benefit of instructional media
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is to facilitate interaction between teachers and students so that
learning activities more effective and efficient Allwright (1990: 54).
Meanwhile, more specifically the benefits of instructional media is:
1) The delivery of learning materials can be standardized, with the
help of instructional media.
2) The learning process becomes more clear and interesting. Media
can display information through sound, image, movement and
colour, either naturally or manipulation, thus helping teachers to
create a learning atmosphere becomes livelier, is not monotonous
and tedious.
3) The learning process becomes more interactive with the impending
communication media two-way active, whereas teachers tend to
talk to the media without a single direction.
4) Efficiency in time and labour
5) Improving the quality of student learning outcomes.
6) Media enables the learning process can be done anywhere and
anytime.
7) Media can foster positive attitudes toward students and learning
materials.
Language instruction has five important components; students,
a teacher, materials, teaching methods, and evaluation. Allwright
(1990: 58) argues that materials should teach students to learn, that
they should be resource books for ideas and activities for
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instruction/learning, and that they should give teachers rationales for
what they do. From Allwright's point of view, textbooks are too
inflexible to be used directly as instructional material. O'Neill (1990:
90), in contrast, argues that materials may be suitable for students'
needs, even if they are not designed specifically for them, that
textbooks make it possible for students to review and prepare their
lessons that textbooks are efficient in terms of time and money, and
that textbooks can and should allow for adaptation and improvisation.
Instructional materials exist in different forms of materials
comprising textbooks, instructional aids (novels, plays, computer
software, etc), and supplementary materials (maps, magazines, study
guides, realias, workbooks, etc) (Richards, 2001). These forms of
materials are important for the present study as to know to a certain
extend the use of different kinds of materials in the classroom and how
the students make responses to it. Referring to Beckman and
Klinghammer (2006), the use of different materials here is as
perceived by the teachers and the students. The use of instructional
materials can be seen from its relation to other elements. In practice,
instructional materials are interacted with other aspects of teaching,
and how it interacts with curriculum, methodology, teacher and
students gives foundation to the role of the materials (Richards, 1990;
vii). The role of the instructional materials is important in language
teaching as it provides basis for the content of lessons, the balance of
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skills taught, and the kinds of language practice students take part in
(Richards, 2001, 252).
The use of instructional materials can be analyzed from
material preparation process to material implementation process (Byrd,
2001). These two steps from material preparation to implementation
are everyday task of the teacher to use the materials. Respectively,
Cameron (2003) refers the first to “task-as-plan” and the second to
“task-in- action”. These two processes, therefore, will be used for the
framework of the study.
b. The Role of Materials in Relation to Other Elements
In this section, the roles of materials in relation to other
elements are discussed. As it is perceived, instructional materials
cannot stand alone, but are interacted with the curriculum, teachers,
students, and methodology (Richards, 1990; vii). The interaction views
that materials cannot be seen in isolation; therefore, it is important to
understand how instructional materials link to all those aspects of
teaching and learning. In other words, how instructional materials
interact will give foundation to the teachers to use instructional
materials in the process of teaching and learning.
To describe a more practical relationship between materials and
teachers in language learning, Smith (1981) cited in Brumfit 1985: 55)
points out that what a teacher does with the materials involves four
fundamental processes: (1) presentation to the learner of the new
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material, (2) explanation to the learner of the meaning and form of the
new material, (3) repetition of the new material until it is learned, and
(4) transfer of the new material to other contexts by the learner. In
short, these processes assert making the most of the teaching materials
for the learners. Indeed, the learners have been the focus of the
materials. For learners, materials may provide the major source of
contact they have with the language apart from the teacher (Richards,
2001: 252). For example, the learners use the materials for them  to
work out further exercises. Through completing tasks provided in the
materials, the learners practice the knowledge apart of what has been
given through the instruction of the teachers.
The interaction of instructional materials also involves the
methodology. Richards (1990; 11) asserts the methodology does not
only center on the choice of a “method”, but evolves out of the
dynamics of the teaching process itself. In more detail, Richards
characterizes methodology as the activities, tasks, and learning
experiences selected by the teacher in order to achieve learning, and
how these are used within the teaching/learning process. Thus,
instructional materials cover them all in units of instruction. Language
methodology also talks about current language approaches such as
communicative language teaching. This approach attributes a primary
role to instructional materials. Materials are seen as an essential
component of instructional design and are often viewed as a way of
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influencing the quality of classroom interaction and language use
(Richards and Rodgers, 1986).
Instructional materials, as mentioned above, indeed play great
role in the language course program. Cunningsworth (1995) cited in
Richards (2001; 251) summarizes the role of materials in language
teaching as:
1) A resource for presentation materials (spoken and written)
2) A source of activities for learner practice and communicative
interaction
3) A reference source for learners on grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation, and so on
4) A source of stimulation and ideas for classroom activities
5) A syllabus (where they reflect learning objectives that have
already been determined)
6) A support for less experienced teachers who have yet to gain in
confidence
With all the interaction above, now it is clear that instructional
materials are not  just things the teacher and students do in the
classroom, but it embodies teaching and learning principles. They are
all represented in an easy activity provided by the teacher for the most
use of materials for the students.
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c. Characteristics of Good Instructional Materials
Good instructional materials are an important part of the
process of instruction (Richards, 1990: 15) which is in principle having
an underlying instructional philosophy, approach, method, and content,
including both linguistic and cultural information (Littlejohn and
Windeat, 1989 cited in Kitao and Kitao, 1997). In addition, the
material itself is basically written based on beliefs that the writers have
about what language is and how it should be taught. Instructional
materials are considered good for several characteristics. First, the
materials promote integrated skills (Brown, 2001) delivered in
communicative activities (Clarke, 1989) cited in Kitao and Kitao
(1997). Second, the materials are authentic (Richards, 2001; 252:
Hutchinson and Waters (1995: 159), realistic (Grant, 1987: 15),
contextualized (Clarke, 1989) cited in Kitao and Kitao (1997), and
relevant to the learners (Kitao and Kitao, 1997; Hutchinson and
Waters, 1995: 8). With the clear relevance of the English course
(materials) to learners’ needs, Hutchinson and Waters (1995: 8)
believe it will improve the learners’ motivation and thereby make
learning better and faster.
Good materials, of course, are not easy to find and able to do
many of the things that a teacher would normally do as part of his or
her teaching. In addition to the characteristics of instructional
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materials mentioned above, referring to Rowntree (1997; cited in
Richards (2001; 263), good materials should:
1) Arouse the learners’ interest
2) Remind them of earlier learning
3) Tell them what they will be learning next
4) Explain new learning content to them
5) Relate these ideas to learners’ previous learning
6) Get learners to think about new content
7) Help them get feedback on their learning
8) Encourage them to practice
9) Make sure they know what they are supposed to be doing
10) Enable them to check their progress
11) Help them to do better
In similar vein, Tomlinson (1998) suggests that good teaching
materials have the following characteristics:
1. What is being taught should be perceived by learners as relevant
and useful.
2. Materials should require and facilitate learner self-investment.
3. Learners must be ready to acquire the points being taught.
4. Materials should expose the learners to language in authentic use.
5. The learners’ attention should be drawn to linguistic features of the
input.
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6. Materials should provide the learners with opportunities to use the
target language to achieve communicative purposes.
7. Materials should take into account that the positive effects of
instruction are usually delayed.
8. Materials should take into account that learners have different
learning styles.
9. Materials should take into account that learners differ in affective
attitudes.
10. Materials should permit a silent period at the beginning of
instruction.
11. Materials should maximize learning potential by encouraging
intellectual, aesthetic, and emotional involvement that stimulates
both right and left brain activities.
12. Materials should not rely too much on controlled practice.
13. Materials should provide opportunities for outcome feedback (cited
in Richards (2001: 263)
To sum up, it is important for teachers to know characteristics
of good materials as they use the materials for the students. It is also
noted that no matter good they are, they may still fail to predict what
actually happens when the material is used (Harmer, 2001; 301).
Through knowing characteristics of good materials, therefore, it is
expected that it equips teachers to choose and use the materials and the
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students to choose the materials to work on based on their needs and
interests.
5. Classroom Procedure and Techniques
a. Classroom Procedure
Teachers play various roles in a typical classroom, The
effective teacher performs many functions that can be organized into
three major roles: (1) making wise choices about the most effective
instruction strategies to employ, (2) designing classroom curriculum to
facilitate student learning, and (3) making effective use of classroom
management techniques (Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock, 2001:36).
Therefore, effective teachers have a wide array of instructional
strategies at their disposal, are skilled at identifying and articulating
the proper sequence and pacing of their content, are skilled in
classroom management techniques.
Teachers in middle level schools face overwhelming demands
and challenges in their classrooms. They are expected to know content
and pedagogy, develop engaging lessons that meet the needs of diverse
learners, and use a variety of instructional strategies that will boost
student achievement while they simultaneously develop positive
relationships with, on average, 125 students each day who are
experiencing the personal, social, and cognitive challenges and
opportunities of early adolescence (Carnegie Council on Adolescent
Development, 1995; Schmakel, 2008).
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Win their students' hearts while getting inside their students' heads"
(Wolk, 2003, p. 14). As Haberman (1995:64) suggested, this winning
of the hearts occurs through very personal interactions, one student at a
time. This perspective is supported by research suggesting that
teachers who develop such relationships experience fewer classroom
behavior problems and better academic performance (Decker, Dona, &
Christenson, 2007:8; Marzano, Marzano, & Pickering, 2003:16).
As discourse competence becomes central in learning and
literacy is also the target of implementation, the achievement of the
purpose of communication will depend on how much the students are
exposed to different kinds of texts. Consequently the teacher must
equip himself with comprehensive knowledge on how texts are
organized and aspects of texts well-formedness.
b. Technique
Anthony (1963:95) defines technique as implementation which
actually takes place in a classroom. It is a particular trick, stratagem, or
contrivance used to accomplish an immediate objective. Techniques
must be consistent with a method, and therefore in harmony with an
approach as well. In a review of Anthony’s ideas, two later thinkers
,Jack Richards and Ted Rodgers (1987:146) suggest to adding design
and procedure. The following two categories replaced technique at the
bottom of their hierarchy.
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Design: The two thinkers propose that design is that level in which
objectives, syllabus, and content are determined, and in which
objectives, the roles of teachers, learners and instructional materials
are specified.
Procedure: The implementation phase of language classes is where the
rubber hits the road and the activities that help language learning
occur. Rather than use the term implementation, they prefer the
slightly more comprehensive term procedure.
6. Integrating the Language Skills
Baker (2003: 20-21) highlights a practical model of integration of
the language four skills. All four skills (speaking, listening, reading, and
writing) can be used to practice the new target language. He designs a
sample lesson to clarify the integration.
Teacher activity Student activity Skills
Presentation -Presents new language -Watch and listen -Listening
Phase -Elicits new Language -Listen and speak -Listening
-Presents new language
through text
-Read -Speaking
-Reading
Practice
Phase
-Models language
-Gives Written exercise
-Repeat
-Read and write
-Speaking
-Reading
and
writing
Production -Sets up fluency activity -Discuss in groups -Speaking
Phase
-Monitors Group Work -Records results of -Writing
Discussion
-Watches
-Present work to
others
-Speaking
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Table 2.1
Baker's model of integration of the language four
skills
Even if the focus of the lesson is on speaking practice alone,
listening is closely linked to speaking. Thus writing and reading can easily
and naturally be incorporated into the lesson.
While Mc Donough, (1993, p. 201-204) asserted the importance of
teaching integrated skills in conjunction with one another, he stressed on
one of the roles of the teacher in helping the learner become
communicatively competent, and then this will include more than being
able to perform in each of the four skills separately. Learners are given
tasks which expose them to these skills in conjunction; it is possible that
they will gain a deeper understanding of how communication works in the
foreign language as well as becoming more motivated when learners
discover the benefit of performing meaningful tasks and activities in the
classroom. Moreover they increase the interaction of the learners.
Therefore, the four language skills must be established as naturally as
possible in a classroom context. The four language skills are as follow:
a. Listening
Listening is one of the most important language skills.
Listening is the part in communication, through listening we can share
our ideas with other people. Listening is the most frequently used
languageskill in everyday life. The importance of listening is
acknowledged by Brown (2001: 247) who stated that “Listening is the
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major component in language learning and teaching because in the
classroom learners do more listening than speaking.” It means that,
listening is the important thing in daily activities, through listening we
can interpret the meaning.
As defined by Oxford (1993: 206), listening is a complex
problem solving skill and it is more than just perception of the
sounds. Listening includes comprehension of fundamental
language skills. It is a medium through which children, young
people and adults gain a large portion of their information, their
understanding of the world and of human affairs, their ideals, sense
of values, and their appreciation.
Rivers in Hasyuni (2006: 8) says that listening is a creative
skill. It means we comprehend the sound falling on our ears, and
take the raw material of words, arrangements of words, and the rise
and fall the voice, and from this material we creative a
significance. Listeners must cope with the sender‟s choice of
vocabulary, structure, and rate of delivery.
Russel in Hasyuni (2006: 8) also say that listening skill is
listening with comprehension, attention and appreciation. Then,
listening activity needs integrating skill of language, such as
pronunciation, vocabulary mastery, writing, speaking, and reading.
Listening skill can be meant as ability to pay attention or to hear
something. But, listening is not same as hearing. Hearing is
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essentially an automatic, passive activity. It is possible to hear
sounds without consciously engaging in the process. While, in
listening the brain doesn‟t automatically translate the words into
the message they are conveying. That is essentially what listening
is determining the meaning and the message of the sounds or
words. It is active process that involves much more than assigning
labels to sounds or words. As mentioned in Nunan (2003:24)
“Listening is an active, purposeful process of making sense of what
we hear.” It means that, we should interpret the meaning from what
we hear, therefore listening is an active skill.
Therefore, it can be concluded that listening is the ability to
identify and understand what others are saying. It is also a complex
activity, and we can help students comprehend what they hear by
activating their prior knowledge. Listening is the active process
because listening is not just matter of hearing, listening include
many process. Listening is determining the meaning and the
message of the sound.
b. Speaking
Speaking is a kind of bridge for learners between classroom
and the world outside (Hadfield, 1999:7).
New Webster Dictionary (1994: 932) states that speaking is an
act to express idea, feelings, and thought orally. It is also called oral
communication. According to Syakur (1987: 5), speaking is a complex
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skill because at least it is concerned with components of pronunciation,
grammar, vocabulary and fluency. Speaking is an act that is done
naturally by people in their life. Sometimes they share their problem to
someone they believe in. They have a freedom to express what they
want to say.
Language is a tool which is used to communicate with other.
One of the ways is speaking. Speaking here means individual’s ability
in expressing the idea. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s
Dictionary, speaking is making use of words, knowing and being able
to use language : expressing oneself in word, making speech, while is
the ability to do something well. Therefore the writer can infer that
speaking proficiency is the ability to perform linguistic knowledge in
actual communication. The ability to express our idea, feeling, thought
and need orally.
As speaking is to communicate, it generally becomes main goal
of learning in language. People learning the language certainly wants
to speak it. It means when someone wants to master a certain language
being learned, the first language skill he wants to acquire is speaking,
because it will make them able to practice it with other people. When
we are talking about speaking, it is dealing with proficiency.
According to Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English,
proficiency is a good standard of ability and skill. In harmony with
that, Oxford Advanced learner’s Dictionary says proficient means
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doing or able to do something in a skilled or an expert way because of
training and practice. Based on wikipedia fluency and language
competence are generally recognized as being related with speaking
c. Reading
Reading is one of English skills besides speaking, listening and
writing. It is the way to understand written messages. According to
Nuttal (2000:2) reading means a result of interaction between the
writers mind and the readers mind. It is the way how to the reader tries
to get the message or the intended meaning from the writer. In this
process, the reader tries to create the meanings intended by the writer,
the reader can get the message, and the writer’s meaning sense.
According to Pang (2003:6) reading is defined as
understanding written texts. He says that reading consists of two
related processes word recognition and comprehension. Word
recognition is defined as the process of getting how written symbols
correspond to one’s spoken language while comprehension is the
process of making the meaning of words, sentences and connected
text. He adds his statement that the reader who has background
knowledge, vocabulary, grammatical knowledge, experience with text
and other strategies can help them understand written texts. Based on
two definitions above reading can be defined as the instantaneous
recognition of various written symbol with existing knowledge and it
also can be defined as comprehension of the information and the idea
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communicated. It means that when a reader interacts with printed
messages, he tries to get the visual (written) information result or to
get meaning in comprehending the messages or the texts from the
writer. It also can be said that reading not only the process of getting
the written symbols correspond to one’s spoken language but it is also
the process of making the meaning of words, sentences and connected
text that can be called comprehension.
d. Writing
Writing is one of the productive skills which is dealing with the
production of written language. Brown (2001: 335) defines writing as
the nature of composing process of writing. Elbow (1973) in Brown
(2001:337) states that writing is a thinking process, in which the
learners develop what they presently think, feel and perceive into a
written product. Both theories propose the same ideas that in order to
write, the learners should be able to compose their ideas through the
process of thinking, drafting, and revising. In the process of composing
a written product, the learners have to learn how to generate the ideas,
how to arrange them coherently and organize them cohesively into a
text using discourse markers, how to check and revise the text to make
it clearer, how to use appropriate grammar, and how to produce a final
product of writing.
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Further, Nunan (2004: 218) stated that writing is a necessary
condition for achieving employment in many walks of life and simply
taken for granted in literate cultures.
B. Previous Study
Previous study is study that has been conducted by other researchers
before. The researcher has to look for previous study relates with their
research to compare its difference about the content and the finding. The
researcher found some studies on instructional design. Below are some related
study applied as the references of this research:
Ruiz Pedro DR (2012), ‘Promising Instructional Practices for
Secondary English Language Learners (7-12)’ an International Journal of The
University of the state of New York, Albany by DR Pedro Ruiz, 2012. This
research identifies scientific and theoretical research on promising
instructional practices for secondary English language learners (ELLs). This
research provide studies and articles on two main areas: teaching literacy
(reading and writing) and the teaching of content. In the area of literacy,
reading and writing are joined together due to the scarcity of scientifically
based research document on writing.
Arifuddin Hamra and EnySyatriana (2012), A Model of Reading
Teaching for University EFL Students: Need Analysis and Model Design.
This study designed a model of teaching reading for university EFL students
based on the English curriculum at the Faculty of Languages and Literature
and the concept of the team-based learning in order to improve the reading
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comprehension of the students. What kind of teaching model can help students
to improve their reading comprehension? The steps of this developmental
survey consist of need analysis, design, and model development. This paper
conducted need and conceptual analysis among the reading lecturers to
generate a model of teaching. In the model development and implementation,
instructional materials were designed to try out the teaching model with
treatment (X) and observation (O) to see the effectiveness of the model. The
instructional materials consider the required and selected reading materials,
team-based learning, and weekly reading tasks. The instructional materials
were reviewed and validated by the reading lecturers. The instructional design
consisting of pre-reading activity outside of the classroom before coming to
the class, practice in group of five to seven students in each group in the
classroom, and class discussions was based on learning objective, pedagogical
aspects, the language competence, self-selected reading materials, and
required reading materials. The result of reading test indicated that the
teaching model improves the reading comprehension of the students.
I Made Suardana (2011), Developing Character Based English
Materials For the Ninth Grade Students of Junior High School in SMP
NEGERI 1 PETANG. This study is a Research and Development study
(R&D) which aimed at developing character based English material for the
ninth grade students of Junior High School in SMP Negeri 1 Petang. The
development model used in this study was adapted from the development
model by Sugiono (2011).
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The research was started by analyzing the existing English material
used by the teacher and the students of grade IX of SMP Negeri 1 Petang to
obtain the weaknesses of the English material being used in the school. The
result of the analysis showed that the existing materials suffered from several
flaws, such as; the absence of explicit statements about character aspects that
need to be included in students’ activities, lack of use of clear instructions and
examples that supported the clarity of the materials, and the monotonous
content and lay-out. These weaknesses were concluded from the result of the
questionnaire analysis and observation which found that only 33% the existing
materials comply with the teachers’ need.
Compared to the research done by Arifuddin Hamra and Eny
Syatriana. A Model of Reading Teaching for University EFL Students: Need
Analysis and Model Design. This study designed a model of teaching reading
for university EFL students based on the English curriculum at the Faculty of
Languages and Literature and the concept of the team-based learning in order
to improve the reading comprehension of the students. Compared to the
research done by I Made Suardana. Developing Character Based English
Materials For the Ninth Grade Students of Junior High School in SMP
NEGERI 1 PETANG. This study is a Research and Development study
(R&D) which aimed at developing character based English material for the
ninth grade students of Junior High School in SMP Negeri 1 Petang. This
research emphasises on the instructional design and the implementation of
instructional design multimedia used by the teacher in teaching English. The
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data are taken from open questionnaire and in depth interview with the
English teacher and the all students of SMP N 1 Petang. The data will also be
taken from the observation in the classroom and the result of the interview.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Method
The research design is the researcher’s overall plan for obtaining
answers to the research questions guiding the study. Burns and Grove (2001:
223) state that designing a study helps researchers to plan and implement the
study in a way that will help them obtain the intended results, thus increasing
the chances of obtaining information that could be associated with the real
situation.
This research employs descriptive qualitative research. Descriptive
method is a method, which is employed to collect and analyze data, and draw
conclusion of the analyzed data. As stated by Creswell (1994: 171)
Descriptive method is collecting the qualitative data, analyzing them, and
writing result. This research also belongs to the qualitative research.  As
stated by Creswell (1998: 15) Qualitative research is an inquiry process of
understanding based on distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that
explore a social or human problem. The purpose of this research was to
describe the implementation of teaching by English teachers in teaching
English. The location of this research was in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten.
The sources of the data were events, informants, and documents. The data
were collected through observation, interview, and document analysis. The
interview was conducted with the English teachers and students. The teachers
were selected based on accessibility (Kvale, 1996: 26) as there were only four
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teachers teaching English in the school. The initial plan was to conduct this
research with the seventh grade of English class of the school, in accordance
with the policy of conducting research in the classrooms (not to conduct
research in examination classes). However, there was only 10, male and
female students taken from each class as the sampling and the research design
required the two English teachers for the observation sessions.
Ten male and female students from each class of the seventh grade A-
G, were directly involved in the research through focus group interviews.
They became interviewees by volunteering to participate in the interviews at
the suggestion of their teachers (the two teachers who were observed). The
teachers helped in selecting students who were not reticent by giving the
researcher a list of ten names from each class. The main respondent in this
research was the female and male teacher who teach the seventh grade.
Whereas, the male teacher in this research was used to compared to the
implementation of the teaching English conducted by the female teacher.
There was no difference between them.
B. Research Setting
1. The Location of the Research
This research was conducted in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten,
located in Kupang, Karangdowo, Kabupaten Klaten, Jawa Tengah. The
school is selected since the teachers of SMP N 3 Karangdowo applied
some instructional design in teaching English. There are four English
teachers in SMP N 3 Karangdowo. The English language teachers took
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part in three components of the study namely observations, individual
interviews, and extended interviews. In addition, textbook is materials of
instruction in certain subject (in this case is English subject) that is
arranged by some experts for instructional purposes to support teaching
program. As a teaching media, textbook has some important roles, such as
in individualization of instruction, organization of instruction, and
improvement of teaching. Both of the English teachers have given some
English textbook as the instructional media in teaching English in this
school. The teachers also use some teaching media which has been
provided by the school to conduct the learning process
2. The Time of the Research
Time is an important element of any research design. This research
was held during the English teaching and learning process, particularly in
teaching reading. The research was conducted from January to March
2018.
C. Subject or Informant of the Research
Research subject is an individual who participates in the research
study is someone from whom data are collected. Subjects in a study are
required to get the needed information. Lodico et.al (2006:266) revealed
Depending on the types of questions asked, the researcher will want to select
the subjects so that they will be able to provide the key information essential
for the study. The source of data here is not as a source of data that represents
the population but more represent the information needed. In this research,
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two English language teachers and students of the seventh grade from A-G of
the selected school participated in this research. They were selected by using
purposive sampling technique, which analyzes the data based on the problem
statements attempts to find out. Sutopo (2002) states that in the purposive
sampling, a researcher has a tendency to choose the informant based on the
position of certain access that is considered having information related to the
problem statement and believable to be the source of data.
D. Source of Data
The primary data of this research was about the phenomena of the
implementation of teaching English for the seventh grade, and the students’
opinion toward the implementation of teaching English by the English teacher
in SMP N 3 Karangdowo, Klaten. The data was obtained from the classroom
observations, interview with the English Teachers and students. In this
research, some supporting instruments was used to help the researcher to
collect and analyze the data. The supporting instruments are observation
sheet, documentation, and interview guide. The observation sheet was used
by the researcher to observe the situation in the teaching and learning process
in the classroom which will be done six times. The documentation was taken
from the teaching and learning process in the classroom. And the interview
guide was used by the researcher to collect the information on the
implementation of the teaching English for the seventh grade of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten. It was administered to the English teachers and students
of all classes from A-G.
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The interview was conducted in Bahasa Indonesia in order to avoid the
misunderstanding due to possible interpretation. The questionnaires were
administered to the students which was used to obtain information of the
students’ opinion or impression of the teachers’ implementation of teaching
in the teaching and learning of English in the classroom. Other supporting
data are the instruments used in the teaching and learning process such as
multimedia, tools, guidance book, teacher book, student’s book, game,
teaching media, etc.
The data findings was displayed in this order: (1) The types of
curriculum used in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten, (2) the objectives in the
teaching of English reading skill in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten, (3) the
materials implemented by the teachers in the teaching of English in SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten, (4) the technique of the teachers to implement the
teaching English in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten, (5) the evaluation
technique of the teachers in the teaching English in SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Klaten.
The data taken from the objectives of the research were: first, the
teachers’ implementation of teaching English which was conducted in the
classroom and language laboratory based on the syllabus. Second, the
researcher found out the objective of the teaching and learning process, data
taken from the syllabus and RRP of the teacher. The topics and materials used
by the teacher in the classroom taken from the textbook which was used by
the teachers in the classroom and some additional material. To find out the
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teachers technique in the classroom, done by conducting some observation in
the classroom during the teaching and learning process based on the syllabus
and RPP made by the teachers. To find out the teacher way to evaluate the
students’ progress, done by conducting interview and observation on the test
and the students’ work book. Finally, to get the students’ opinion on the
learning process and the teachers’ program, done by delivering some closes
interview to the students of all classes. In the last stage, the researcher gave
meaning and interpretation to the data. In this context, the researcher gave the
meaning based on the review of related literature. The result of this research
was concluded and presented in the form of specific and brief description.
E. Techniques of Data Collection
This research design a research procedure to obtain the final result
which covers the steps from collecting the data analysis to conduct the
research. According to Cresswell (1994:v148), “The data collection step
involve (a) setting the boundaries for the study, (b) collecting the information
through observations, interviews, documents, and visual materials, and (c)
establishing the protocol for recording information”. It means that in data
collection, the three steps used to collect the information are observation,
interview, documentation and visual materials, and deciding the protocol of
information record.
The techniques in collecting data that used in this research are:
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1. Observation
The researcher observed the teaching and learning activities in
English subject of SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten in the classroom. The
observation sheet was used by the researcher to observe the situation in
the teaching and learning process in the classroom which was done five
times.
2. Interview
In-depth interview is a technique of data collection that is based on
an intensive conversation with a specific purpose. Interviews were
conducted to obtain information regarding the various issues raised in the
research. The researcher interviewes four English teachers who taught
English subject in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten to get the data regardless
of the teachers’ implementation of teaching English including syllabus,
objective, material, media, and evaluation in teaching English. Besides,
the researcher also conducted an interview to the students to get their
opinion on the teacher’s way of teaching reading.
3. Documentation
Documentation is constructed from word “document” that means
something either written or film which researcher does not prepare before
or researcher does not take a role (Maleong, 2004: 161).  This technique
was used by researcher to support the data collection from interview and
observation. This method was used to collect the data of curriculum,
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syllabus, lesson plan, material, and media applied in the English teaching
and learning process.
F. Technique of Analyzing Data
Techniques in collecting the data are qualitative method. In qualitative
method, the researcher used observational and non-observational techniques.
Observational techniques consist of observation while non-observational
techniques consist of interviews and document analysis. The results of the
observation and interview are in the form of field notes. The result of
qualitative data is analyzed in three stages namely the data reduction, data
presentation/ data display, and conclusion drawing. The data in this research
are analyzed by using a descriptive study. It is based on the fact that
researcher has made limitation of the research before conducting the research.
This research is limited on the implementation of teaching English procedure
at SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten and the data analysis is taken from the
students of all grades. According to Miles and Huberman (1984: 21-23) The
data analysis consists of three streams of activity, they are data reduction,
data display, and drawing conclusion or verification. Then, the researcher
adopted the framework of techniques of data analysis developed by Miles and
Huberman with the description as below:
1. Data Reduction
According Moleong (2000:190) data reduction is the process of
making summary from the main point, arranging it and categorizing it
based on its classification. Based on Miles (1994: 10) Data reduction is the
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process of selecting, focusing, and transforming the data that appear in
written-up field notes or transcriptions. Thus, it is very important for the
researcher to reduce the data in getting clear image and to make it easier in
analyzing the data since there are many data taken in the research.
Categorizes the data taken from the observation, documentation and
interview. The observation sheet was used by the researcher to observe the
situation in the teaching and learning process in the classroom. The
documentation was used to make documentation in the teaching and
learning process in the classroom. And the interview guide was used by
the researcher to collect information about the implementation of
instructional design multimedia as one of techniques in the teaching
English at SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten. It was administered to the
English teachers and students of the seventh grade from A-G. The
interview guide consisted of questions and was conducted in Bahasa
Indonesia in order to avoid the misunderstanding due to possible
interpretation. In this step, the researcher took sampling of the target
students was 10 students taken from each class of the seventh grade.
2. Data Display
Presentation of data is arranged information which gives occasions
to get conclusion and do an action. After reducing the data, the researcher
will display the data. In this step, the researcher described and discussed
the finding of the research in the form of systematic classification.
Therefore, it was carried out to be understood and to be analyzed. In this
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step, the researcher tried to classify and break down the data and
information which have been obtained and classified in order to analyze
the data in a specific way and concern as the research in planned.
3. Conclussion
The conclusion drawing was started since the beginning of this
reseach after the data were collected by making temporary conclusion.
Then, the researcher drew the final conclussion. The conclusion in
qualitative research is a new discovery that can be an answere of the
reseach problem. The  conclusion is in the form of description of the
subject of this study. Finally, in this step the researcher could get the result
and conclusion of the research.
G. The Trustworthiness of Data
To get the validity and reliability of the research, the researcher used
triangulation. Setiyadi (2006:3 1) defines triangulation as the combination of
two methods or more in collecting the data, to enrich the data and to make
conclusion accurately. According Lexy, (2000: 178), triangulation is a
technique of examining the trustworthiness of data by using something
excluding the data to check or to compare the data. Denzin in Lexy (2000:
178) divides triangulation into four kinds, they are; triangulation by using
sources, triangulation by using methods, triangulation by using investigator,
and triangulation by using theories. The explanations will be present below:
a. Triangulation by using the resources means that the researcher will
compare and check the credibility of information found in the
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observation with the data of interview and compare it with the related
documents.
b. Triangulation by using method means that the researcher will check
the credibility the data of the research and the data resources by using
several data collection techniques and analyze them by the same
method.
c. What means triangulation by using investigator is that the researcher
will recheck the credibility of his data by his own research or other
researcher.
d. The last techniques used in triangulation by using theory. It is a
technique of examining data by finding standard of comparison from
an analysis explanation as a supporting data to get a valid evidence of
the research result.
In this research, the researcher used triangulation of method. It was
done by comparing the data taken from observation held during teaching
and learning process and the data from interview. In validating the data,
the researcher observed the process of the teaching learning in the
classroom.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
A. RESEARCH FINDINGS
The form of the data analysis is information about teaching English
process based on observation and interview notes accumulated in the field.
The data is taken from event, the event in this research is all of the activities of
teaching learning process in the classroom. For the informant, the informant of
this research are the male and female teacher namely Mr. Sriyanto, S. Pd and
Mrs. Windi Hartini, S. Pd. They are the English teachers in the SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten who was observed in this research. And the second
Informant was the students of SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten and the class that
was observed were all classes of grade VII in the classroom. The entire
documents in this research were written related to the English teaching and
learning process. As the document of this research were lesson plan, teaching
materials, and curriculum. This research used many techniques to get the data.
The researcher used observation and interview.
Based on the research finding, the writer found the real process of
teaching English for the seventh grade students of SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Klaten. Based on the research finding above, there were some components
which researcher discussed in the research finding. The findings comprises of:
(1). The implementation of teaching English for the seventh grade and (2). the
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students opinions toward the teaching learning process by the English teacher
in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten.
1. The implementation of teaching English for the seventh grade
students of SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/ 2018 academic year.
Regarding with the implementation of English teaching at SMP N
3 Karangdowo Klaten, The objective of the research involves to illustrate
the curriculum and syllabuses that used for English teaching, to unearth
the learning objectives of English teaching, to describe the classroom
procedures and technique, to explain the teaching and learning process, to
show the instructional material and method used for English teaching
reading, to reveal the teaching learning process of reading which involves
classroom activity, classroom procedure and media used for English
teaching reading and to portray the evaluation model used for English
teaching reading.
a. Curriculum
The new curriculum implementation, according to Okello and
Kagoire (1996: 124) “is a network of varying activities involved in
translating curriculum designs into classroom activities and changing
people’s attitudes to accept and participate in these activities”.
However, the new curriculum implementers (teachers, principals,
standard officers and others) are faced with barriers which hinder the
successful implementation of the curriculum.
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The basic competence and learning indicators applied in the
English teaching and learning activities which is deliberated from the
curriculum are in the following description:
1) Knowledge ability, the ability to understand and to produce oral
text and/or written to be realized in the four language skills,
namely listening, speaking, reading and writing in an integrated
manner to achieve the level of functional literacy;
2) Understanding capability and create a variety of functional text and
monologues and short essay form procedure, descriptive, recount,
narrative, and reports. Gradient materials appear in the use of
vocabulary, grammar, and rhetoric steps.
3) Supporting competence, namely linguistic competence (using
grammar and vocabulary, spatial sound, good writing), socio
cultural competence (using the expression language and actions are
acceptable in various contexts of communication), the competency
of the strategy (to overcome problems that arise in the
communication process in ways to communication in progress),
and competence building discourse (using the tool forming a
discourse) Basic Competency of Standards.
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b. The Contents of Syllabus Applied by The English Teachers at
SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Syllabus can be defined as the big line, resume, or main point
of teaching material. The syllabus used by the teachers in SMP 3
Karangdowo is an example in the manufacture of RPP.
Basically there are syllabus issued by the curriculum of K-13
intended for teachers and each teacher can develop it, but here teachers
seem to simplify the RPP and they applied the syllabus that has been
developed.
Even so Syllabus which has been developed still refers to the
syllabus of the curriculum of K-13. Yet despite the teacher in junior
high English language apply the latest syllabus as a reference model in
the making of RPP, there were some disagreements between the two
teachers of the school. English subject teachers at the SMP did not
necessarily adopt the entire syllabus model that has been there. The
English language teachers adapted it by deleting, simplifying,
reordering and replacing.
c. Learning Objectives
Related to the learning objectives, the English teachers used the
competence standards, basic competences and indicators from the
syllabus of as the objectives of their teaching and learning activities,
but again, they are only stated in the syllabus and Lesson Plans (RPP)
to fulfill the administration requirement. The teachers never considered
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the objectives in their learning activities. Moreover, the teachers never
described explicitly to the students what they should achieve after the
lessons.
d. Classroom Procedures and Techniques
The teachers performed many functions that can be organized
into three major roles: (1) making wise choices about the most
effective instruction strategies to employ, (2) designing classroom
curriculum to facilitate student learning, and (3) making effective use
of classroom management techniques (Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock,
2001). Therefore, effective teachers have a wide array of instructional
strategies at their disposal, are skilled at identifying and articulating
the proper sequence and pacing of their content, are skilled in
classroom management techniques.
1) Arranging the lesson plan
Teaching activities are not easy things for teacher,
especially in teaching the young learners. The teacher should have
a plan to organize the activities of teaching and learning. It is an
important guide in order to reach the purpose. It is called lesson
plan. Lesson plan is a list which content of topic, sub topic, time,
material, etc.
There are some advantages by making a lesson plan. It
helps the teachers to make the points that will be taught
periodically, it can be a reminder if the teacher forgets the
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materials that will be taught, and also it makes the students prepare
the material to understand it easier. So, the teacher uses the time
effectively and efficiently.
Both English teachers in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten
make lesson plan before having class. Usually they just write the
outline containing what they are going to do in giving materials.
They arrange a lesson plan referring to the lesson book and the
curriculum and extracurricular activity.
2) Teaching and Learning Process
The researcher did the class observation for several times
during january to March 2018. The researcher held a class
observation including the class facilities and teaching activity done
by the English teacher both male and female teacher in each
classroom of grade first. The writer start the observation from the
first grade A-G. They were observed one by one in different time.
Here, the researcher also conduct some interview with the teacher
male and female to find out their appropriate material that they
choose and apply in teaching English. The researcher also gain
information about the appropriate technique of teaching used by
both of teacher in their effort to make the students master the
material given.
Meanwhile, thecondition of the classroom observed are
good enough and conducive for teaching and learning activity. The
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class has door and some windows. It is also equipped with two
lamps, map, cupboard, whiteboard, and some pictures. It is also has
some brooms and feather duster to keep the classroom clean. There
is also the students’ board of schedule to clean the classroom.
Inside the classroom, there are 20 students desk with its
chairs. There are 36-38 students in each class. The seat
arrangement were arranged in same pattern, namely the teacher
was in front of the class. Actually, this pattern had a lot of
weakness, students were in the back position sometimes did not
pay attention to the teacher when they gave explanation about the
lesson. To handle this situation, the teacher had to work hard by
walking around the class every time in order students paid attention
to their explanation.
The writer also observed the way of both English teacher,
male and female teacher taught and the students’ participation in
the learning activities. They are very active learners but sometimes
uncooperative and hard to control by the teacher. In this situation,
the teacher sometimes must be strike and give them some task to
do to make them busy with their task then quiet and stop to
troubling the teaching and learning process.
In teaching and learning activities, both English teacher of
male and female started by greeting then continued the English
lesson by asking the students about the material given in the last
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meeting and the homework of the students. They asked by using
English and the questions were easy to understand and also
familiar to the students. The purpose of this activity was to build a
habit for the students in hearing the English sentence and practice
their English. The teachers usually gave the questions before
starting the next material. It was done because the English teacher
wanted to know how far the students understood and memorized
the material that had been given.
English teacher always gave homework to make the
students study at home before studying at school. In starting the
next material, the English teachers usually gave some quetions
related to the students as building knowledge of the field. The
teachers ask one by one and sometimes group about the material
being taught. Then, they continued to explain the material. After
that, they asked the students to do the task in the book or hand out
in individual or in pairs. Both teachers also demanded to be
creative to develop their teaching system. At the end of the
teaching and learning activity, the teachers reviewed the material
given by asking the students about the material. The female teacher
was more often to give compliments to the students than the male
teacher to reward the students achievement.
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3) The Instructional Material
a) Material
Materials have traditionally been used to aid in
language learning. For example, books are used to support of
guide the learning of languages, pictures are used to elicit
language, present new vocabulary and/or practice it. Video and
audio recordings are used to expose students to listening
exercises. Just as the learners and teachers roles, materials will
depend on several factors, among which are the content of the
syllabus, the roles the teacher and learners perform, and even
the approach to language and to language learning teachers
employ in class. To this regard, Richards and Rodgers (2001:
76) explain that materials are related to their goals (present
and/or practice content), their form (textbook and
audiovisuals), and the abilities of teachers (proficiency in the
language and experience teaching it).
In the development of teaching materials subject
teachers use multiple sources of teaching materials, as
specified in the RPP, such as cassette containing the dialogue
related to teaching materials, text books from many publishers
only as reference material. SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten also
use teaching tool in the form of video recordings or films. So
they can imitate and imagine the language fuction in certai area
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and recognize how to use the appropriate fuctional expression.
Both English teacher male and female also applied the same
procedure and material in the teaching and learning process of
English lesson.
In addition to the use of tapes of songs, video, and
movie is one of the instructional design to introduce the
foreign culture to the students because it was necessary to
show the students not only the language but also the nuance
and culture of the other country language. It was aimed to
introduce the students the nuance of the native language in
order they can perform the language naturally and of course
the teacher guide the students in understanding the culture.
b) Teaching Methods
In the development of techniques of teaching English
language subject both teachers of SMP N 3 Karangdowo are
using several methods:
(1) PLA is used in the delivery of teaching materials for the
Listening and Speaking.
(2) PPP used in the delivery of teaching materials for
Listening, Speaking, and writing.
(3) Three Stage on Teaching used in the delivery of teaching
materials for listening, speaking, reading and writing.
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Where the use of each technique adapted to the material
that will be taught.
The three methods are perceived fit in a variety of
teaching materials according to subject teachers of English. In
addition, the teacher adds a variety of games such as role play,
games, message chain and so on in which the aim is to increase
student interest and student ability performance in mastery of
English. Lessons at Junior High School Teacher of this school
also use the diary method, because the teaching and learning
process is comphrehensive, the teacher can have students to
increase their ability and knowledge. The teacher asks the
students to write 10 words in a day and must memorize them,
and at certain times the teacher will collect the diary and give
tests on students will remember what has been written by the
students concerned in his diary.
c) Step by step learning
In the RPP are made by teachers in junior high school
subjects other than the one modeled by teachers, teachers also
use the tapes to exposed to students, and this indeed proved to
be implemented. Implementation was done in the multimedia
classroom. I think this is very helpful students, motivate
students to be more interested in listening to the content of the
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dialogue contained in the cassette rather than being modeled
by the teacher.
d) Assessment Form
Forms of assessment described in the Syllabus in
accordance with what is made by the teacher, that there is an
oral assessment, the assessment of group work and assessment
of assignments.
e) Evaluation
Based on the observation in the classroom at SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten, to know how teaching and learning
process held, it was found that there are several processes in
the assessment applied by the male and female teacher.
The first step, teacher gave information to the students
about the using of portfolio that would be conduct in this
semester, then explained what portfolio assessment is. Each
student was given pieces of paper, which contained the
indicators of portfolio assessment. Those papers are put in a
folder. Before teacher gave material, teacher did warming up
by asking the students everything that was related to the
material and then explained teaching learning goals to the
students.
The second step, teacher explained the material. Then
teacher gave some exercises to the students. While the students
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did the exercises, teacher assessed the students’ attitude. After
students were finished, teacher and students discussed the
exercises together. The last step, teacher concluded the
material and then gave a homework for the next meeting.
In the next meeting, teacher collected the homework
and corrected it at home. It was returned to the students at the
next meeting. Students, who did errors in their work, must
make a revision. Score of the work were recorded on format of
structured task in portfolio. All of students’ works were
recorded in a folder, so both teacher and students could see the
difference in finishing previous work and the revision.
The last, teacher concluded the material and then gave
a homework for the next meeting. Teacher did not ask the
students to make revision of their works.
e. Teaching and Learning Process
1) The Process of English Teaching and Learning by the Female
Teacher Grade 7th (Observation 1/ VII C)
Teaching and learning process in SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Klaten usually begins at 7 a.m. For English Lesson, the teacher has
three hour in a week, 40 minutes x 2 per session. The teacher is
also given an hour in a week as additional time usually held after a
school time has finished. The following is the example of the
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teaching and learning process done by the female teacher in the
first grade of A in several steps below:
a) Warming Up
When the class starts, the teacher greets the students,
for example:
Teacher : “Good morning students?”
Students : “Good morning Mom……”
Teacher : “How are you today?”
Students : “I’m fine, thank you. And you?”
Teacher : “I’m very well, thank you.”
This activity is done at the beginning of the teaching
and learning activity. It can make the students relax in facing
the learning. Then usually the teacher gives some questions
related to the last lesson to the students. This aimed at to check
have the students already understood or not. When the students
could answer the questions well, the teacher goes on the next
lesson. However, if there are some students having not
understood yet, the teacher has to explain the lesson which is
he prepared before. The teacher always asks the students to
participate in discussing the lesson. The teacher not only
explains the material but also give the students an attractive
activity such as game in order to make them will not be bored
immediately.
b) Curriculum
English curriculum for SMP N 3 Karangdowo based on
the Curriculum of Education 2013 (K-13). It is stated in the
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Decree of the chairperson of Education and Sport Department
of Central Java Province.
The goals of teaching English at junior high School are
to give ability in mastering the written and spoken information
and to prepare the students in mastering English as early as
possible to face the era of globalization.
c) Syllabus
The syllabus is the description about the material or
table of contents that should be taught to the students. The
teacher should look upon the syllabus before teaching, so that
he could make the English teaching process efficient and
meaningful. The English syllabus for the second semester of
the seventh grade students of Junior High School had four
themes. Each theme had its own language functions. The
themes and its language function were clearly written in the
following table:
Table 4.1 The Syllabus of Female Teacher Grade 7th
Basic
Competen
ce
Learning
Materials
Learning
Activities Indicator
Assessment
Time Sourc
e
1.1. Th
e correct
and
efficient
explicit is
expressio
nal in
short
functiona
l text
1. Pro
nounce
the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
1.1.
Listen
and
repeat the
correct
pronounc
e and
intonatio
n based
on
1. Pronoun
ce the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
 Observation
 Answer the
question.
 Multiple
choice.
Complete
the
sentence.
 Answer the
question
12x4
5
Book
Chart
CD.
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close
environm
ent
and/or in
academic
context
5.2 The
correct and
efficient
implicit is
expression
al in short
functional
text close
environme
nt and/or
in
academic
context.
material.
2. Read
word,
phrase
and
sentenc
e with
the
correct
intonati
on
based
on
science
material
.
science
material.
2. Identif
y the
inform
ation
on the
text
based
on
scienc
e
materi
al.
3. Discus
s
vocabu
lary
and
gramm
ar.
2. Read
word,
phrase
and
sentence
with the
correct
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
based on the
text.
Complete
the noun
phrases
stated in the
sentences
below.
Source: Documentation of the research
d) Material
Material had important role in teaching learning
process. The teacher absolutely used the material to reach the
goal of teaching. To choose the material the teacher considered
whether it was appropriate to apply in his classroom or not.
The material of teaching English in SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was taken from handbook or we call ‘Buku
Paket’. The handbook used by the students of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was handout book entitled When Rings the
Bells, This book is very appropriate to the students, because
this book contains the semester’s material. There are listening,
speaking, reading, and writing activities in each unit. There is
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also an exercise in every topic. The book is accompanied by
pictures that make the students more enthusiastic in studying
English. Moreover, it helps the students guess the meaning of
the words because pictures show the meaning of the words.
In teaching and learning activity, the teacher also used
LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa) as an exercises book; it contains
topics exercises that will build the students skill. The book is
used to evaluate the student’s progress. The tasks are divided
into two kinds; there are essay and objectives tests.
e) Presentation
After directing the student’s attention to the topic, the
teacher went on to the next step by doing presentation. The
teacher explained the material. Firstly, the teacher showed ten
flash cards containing parts of body; she read the name of parts
of the body one by one and described it, then asked the students
to repeat after her loudly.
After that, the teacher explained the students about
descriptive text and some language features related to
descriptive text. For example:
Descriptive Text/ Describing people
CRISTIANO RONALDO
This is cristiano Ronaldo dos Santos Aveiro, A famous
football player. He player in Real Madrid footbal team. He is
26 years old.His birthday is on 5th February. Hw come from
Portugal. He’s got a brother and two sister. He’s handsome.
He’s got brown eyes. He’s 185 cm tall. He can run very fast
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and he scores many goals. His favourite color is red. He like
fish and chips and he drinks Coca Cola.
The next step done by the teacher was giving the
students some additional exercises related to descriptive text.
For example:
f) Production
After the students had known about descriptive text and
also the language features of descriptive text, then the teacher
did the material memorizing. It is important in teaching
vocabulary. The teacher used games to help the students
memorized the material, which had been taught before and
made them fun in teaching process.
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she showed pictures of the things in the classroom and
the school in front of the class and named them. Then she
pronounced the word and asked the students to repeat his orally
until they produced clear and right pronunciation. The purpose
of this activity is to get the students attentions to the words.
The teacher showed things around us in the classroom as a
sample, for example: broom, chair, table, whiteboard, etc. The
next divided his student to eight groups and the name of the
group are A and B. He asked two groups standing on the right
side and left side. Each student in group A who stand on the
right side takes a picture of things in the classroom and the
group B who stand on the left side have to mentioned the
picture’ name in English. Next, the first student in the group
raise up the picture and the first student in group B answered it,
if it wrong the others group helped him or her. If it’s over
group A and group B change their position, group toke the
picture and group A answered. This activity repeated until all
of the groups got the turn. The students very enthusiastic and
interested got their turn to take the picture and answered.
g) Closing
The teacher ends the teaching and learning activity by
giving the students some exercises from their handbook and
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LKS. Then the teacher gives them a home work before the
class over.
2) The Process of English Teaching and Learning by the Female
Teacher Grade 7th (Observation 2/ VII B)
Teaching and learning process in SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Klaten usually begins at 7 a.m. For English Lesson, the teacher has
three hour in a week, 40 minutes x 2 per session. The teacher is
also given an hour in a week as additional time usually held after a
school time has finished. The following is the example of the
teaching and learning process done by the female teacher in the
first grade of A in several steps below:
a) Warming Up
When the class starts, the teacher greets the students,
for example:
Teacher : “Good morning students?”
Students : “Good morning Mom……”
Teacher : “How are you today?”
Students : “I’m fine, thank you. And you?”
Teacher : “I’m very well, thank you.”
This activity is done at the beginning of the teaching
and learning activity. It can make the students relax in facing
the learning. Then usually the teacher gives some questions
related to the last lesson to the students. This aimed at to check
have the students already understood or not. When the students
could answer the questions well, the teacher goes on the next
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lesson. However, if there are some students having not
understood yet, the teacher has to explain the lesson which is
he prepared before. The teacher always asks the students to
participate in discussing the lesson. The teacher not only
explains the material but also give the students an attractive
activity such as game in order to make them will not be bored
immediately.
b) Curriculum
English curriculum for SMP N 3 Karangdowo based on
the Curriculum of Education 2013 (K-13). It is stated in the
Decree of the chairperson of Education and Sport Department
of Central Java Province.
The goals of teaching English at junior high School are
to give ability in mastering the written and spoken information
and to prepare the students in mastering English as early as
possible to face the era of globalization.
c) Syllabus
The syllabus is the description about the material or
table of contents that should be taught to the students. The
teacher should look upon the syllabus before teaching, so that
he could make the English teaching process efficient and
meaningful. The English syllabus for the second semester of
the seventh grade students of Junior High School had four
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themes. Each theme had its own language functions. The
themes and its language function were clearly written in the
following table:
Table 4.1 The Syllabus of Female Teacher Grade 7th
Basic
Competen
ce
Learning
Materials
Learning
Activities Indicator
Assessment
Time Sourc
e
1.2. Th
e correct
and
efficient
explicit is
expressio
nal in
short
functiona
l text
close
environm
ent
and/or in
academic
context
5.2 The
correct and
efficient
implicit is
expression
al in short
functional
text close
environme
nt and/or
in
academic
context.
3. Pro
nounce
the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
4. Read
word,
phrase
and
sentenc
e with
the
correct
intonati
on
based
on
science
material
.
3.1.
Listen
and
repeat the
correct
pronounc
e and
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
4. Identif
y the
inform
ation
on the
text
based
on
scienc
e
materi
al.
5. Discus
s
vocabu
lary
and
gramm
ar.
3. Pronoun
ce the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
4. Read
word,
phrase
and
sentence
with the
correct
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
 Observation
 Answer the
question.
 Multiple
choice.
Complete
the
sentence.
 Answer the
question
based on the
text.
Complete
the noun
phrases
stated in the
sentences
below.
12x4
5
Book
Chart
CD.
Source: Documentation of the research
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d) Material
Material had important role in teaching learning
process. The teacher absolutely used the material to reach the
goal of teaching. To choose the material the teacher considered
whether it was appropriate to apply in his classroom or not.
The material of teaching English in SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was taken from handbook or we call ‘Buku
Paket’. The handbook used by the students of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was handout book entitled When Rings the
Bells, This book is very appropriate to the students, because
this book contains the semester’s material. There are listening,
speaking, reading, and writing activities in each unit. There is
also an exercise in every topic. The book is accompanied by
pictures that make the students more enthusiastic in studying
English. Moreover, it helps the students guess the meaning of
the words because pictures show the meaning of the words.
In teaching and learning activity, the teacher also used
LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa) as an exercises book; it contains
topics exercises that will build the students skill. The book is
used to evaluate the student’s progress. The tasks are divided
into two kinds; there are essay and objectives tests.
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e) Presentation
After directing the student’s attention to the topic, the
teacher went on to the next step by doing presentation. The
teacher explained the material. Firstly, the teacher showed ten
flash cards containing number; she read each number one by
one from 1-20 and showed a video of number from 10 to 100
with the spelling and pronunciation, then asked the students to
repeat after it loudly.
After that, the teacher explained the students about the
function of number in the daily life, such as date day of the
months and some language features related to numbers. For
example:
There are seven days in a week. There are 52 weeks in a year.
Sunday is the first day of the week.
The first day of the week is Sunday.
Sunday comes after Saturday . Su M T W Th F Sa
It comes before Monday . Su M T W Th F Sa
Sunday is a weekend day.
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Expression related to days:
 Sehari (Each day/ a day)
 Tiga kali sehari (Three times a day)
 Apa pekerjaanmu sehari – hari? (What is you daily
work?)
 Pakaian sehari – hari (Everyday clothes)
 Seharian (The entire day/All day)
 Berhari – hari (day after day/for several days)
 Catatan sehari – hari (Daily record)
 Koran harian (Daily newspaper)
The next step done by the teacher was giving the
students some additional exercises related to numbers, days and
date. For example:
Days of the Week
1. There are...........days in a week.
a. one c. seven
b. five d. eleven
2. Most people don’t go to work on.............and.........
a. Saturday and Monday
b. Sunday and Monday
c. everyday
d. Saturday and Sunday
3. The day after Monday is......
a. Sunday c. friday
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b. Tuesday d. thursday
4. on ........., muslim go to the mosque for Friday prayers
a. Sunday c. friday
b. Tuesday d. thursday
5. Most people work from .......
a. Saturday to Monday
b. Sunday to Monday
c. everyday
d. Monday to friday
5. The middle day of the week is.....
a. Wednesday c. friday
b. Tuesday d. saturday
6. The third day of the week is..
a. Wednesday c. friday
b. Tuesday d. saturday
7. Which day comes before Tuesday?
a. Wednesday c. friday
b. monday d. Monday
8. Which day comes before Friday?
a. Thursday c. friday
b. Tuesday d. saturday
9. Which day comes after Wednesday?
a. Wednesday c. friday
b. Tuesday d. Thursday
10. Saturday and Sunday are the...
a. working days c. weekend
b. weekdays d. holiday
11. There are ____ working days in a week.
a. 12 c. 5
b. 7 d. 2
12. We use the preposition ____ with days.
a. in c. and
b. on d. at
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f) Closing
The teacher ends the teaching and learning activity by
giving the students some exercises from their handbook and
LKS. Then the teacher gives them a home work before the
class over.
3) The Process of English Teaching and Learning by the Female
Teacher Grade 7th (Observation 3/ VII B)
Teaching and learning process in SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Klaten usually begins at 7 a.m. For English Lesson, the teacher has
three hour in a week, 40 minutes x 2 per session. The teacher is
also given an hour in a week as additional time usually held after a
school time has finished. The following is the example of the
teaching and learning process done by the female teacher in the
first grade of A in several steps below:
a) Warming Up
When the class starts, the teacher greets the students,
for example:
Teacher : “Good morning students?”
Students : “Good morning Mom……”
Teacher : “How are you today?”
Students : “I’m fine, thank you. And you?”
Teacher : “I’m very well, thank you.”
This activity is done at the beginning of the teaching
and learning activity. It can make the students relax in facing
the learning. Then usually the teacher gives some questions
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related to the last lesson to the students. This aimed at to check
have the students already understood or not. When the students
could answer the questions well, the teacher goes on the next
lesson. However, if there are some students having not
understood yet, the teacher has to explain the lesson which is
he prepared before. The teacher always asks the students to
participate in discussing the lesson. The teacher not only
explains the material but also give the students an attractive
activity such as game in order to make them will not be bored
immediately.
b) Curriculum
English curriculum for SMP N 3 Karangdowo based on
the Curriculum of Education 2013 (K-13). It is stated in the
Decree of the chairperson of Education and Sport Department
of Central Java Province.
The goals of teaching English at junior high School are
to give ability in mastering the written and spoken information
and to prepare the students in mastering English as early as
possible to face the era of globalization.
c) Syllabus
The syllabus is the description about the material or
table of contents that should be taught to the students. The
teacher should look upon the syllabus before teaching, so that
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he could make the English teaching process efficient and
meaningful. The English syllabus for the second semester of
the seventh grade students of Junior High School had four
themes. Each theme had its own language functions. The
themes and its language function were clearly written in the
following table:
Table 4.3 The Syllabus of Female Teacher Grade 7th
Basic
Competen
ce
Learning
Materials
Learning
Activities Indicator
Assessment
Time Sourc
e
1.3. Th
e correct
and
efficient
explicit is
expressio
nal in
short
functiona
l text
close
environm
ent
and/or in
academic
context
5.2 The
correct and
efficient
implicit is
expression
al in short
functional
text close
environme
nt and/or
5. Pro
nounce
the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
6. Read
word,
phrase
and
sentenc
e with
the
correct
intonati
on
based
on
science
material
.
5.1.
Listen
and
repeat the
correct
pronounc
e and
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
6. Identif
y the
inform
ation
on the
text
based
on
scienc
e
materi
al.
7. Discus
s
vocabu
lary
and
5. Pronoun
ce the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
6. Read
word,
phrase
and
sentence
with the
correct
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
 Observation
 Answer the
question.
 Multiple
choice.
Complete
the
sentence.
 Answer the
question
based on the
text.
Complete
the noun
phrases
stated in the
sentences
below.
12x4
5
Book
Chart
CD.
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in
academic
context.
gramm
ar.
Source: Documentation of the research
d) Material
Material had important role in teaching learning
process. The teacher absolutely used the material to reach the
goal of teaching. To choose the material the teacher considered
whether it was appropriate to apply in his classroom or not.
The material of teaching English in SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was taken from handbook or we call ‘Buku
Paket’. The handbook used by the students of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was handout book entitled When Rings the
Bells, This book is very appropriate to the students, because
this book contains the semester’s material. There are listening,
speaking, reading, and writing activities in each unit. There is
also an exercise in every topic. The book is accompanied by
pictures that make the students more enthusiastic in studying
English. Moreover, it helps the students guess the meaning of
the words because pictures show the meaning of the words.
In teaching and learning activity, the teacher also used
LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa) as an exercises book; it contains
topics exercises that will build the students skill. The book is
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used to evaluate the student’s progress. The tasks are divided
into two kinds; there are essay and objectives tests.
e) Presentation
After directing the student’s attention to the topic, the
teacher went on to the next step by doing presentation. The
teacher explained the material. Firstly, the teacher showed ten
flash cards containing preposition of place, such as: in on,
under, above, etc and its function.
The next step done by the teacher was giving the
students some additional exercises related to preposition of
place. For example:
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f) Closing
The teacher ends the teaching and learning activity by
giving the students some exercises from their handbook and
LKS. Then the teacher gives them a home work before the
class over.
4) The Process of English Teaching and Learning by the Female
Teacher Grade 7th (Observation 4/ VII D)
Teaching and learning process in SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Klaten usually begins at 7 a.m. For English Lesson, the teacher has
three hour in a week, 40 minutes x 2 per session. The teacher is
also given an hour in a week as additional time usually held after a
school time has finished. The following is the example of the
teaching and learning process done by the female teacher in the
first grade of A in several steps below:
a) Warming Up
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When the class starts, the teacher greets the students,
for example:
Teacher : “Good morning students?”
Students : “Good morning Mom……”
Teacher : “How are you today?”
Students : “I’m fine, thank you. And you?”
Teacher : “I’m very well, thank you.”
This activity is done at the beginning of the teaching
and learning activity. It can make the students relax in facing
the learning. Then usually the teacher gives some questions
related to the last lesson to the students. This aimed at to check
have the students already understood or not. When the students
could answer the questions well, the teacher goes on the next
lesson. However, if there are some students having not
understood yet, the teacher has to explain the lesson which is
he prepared before. The teacher always asks the students to
participate in discussing the lesson. The teacher not only
explains the material but also give the students an attractive
activity such as game in order to make them will not be bored
immediately.
b) Curriculum
English curriculum for SMP N 3 Karangdowo based on
the Curriculum of Education 2013 (K-13). It is stated in the
Decree of the chairperson of Education and Sport Department
of Central Java Province.
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The goals of teaching English at junior high School are
to give ability in mastering the written and spoken information
and to prepare the students in mastering English as early as
possible to face the era of globalization.
c) Syllabus
The syllabus is the description about the material or
table of contents that should be taught to the students. The
teacher should look upon the syllabus before teaching, so that
he could make the English teaching process efficient and
meaningful. The English syllabus for the second semester of
the seventh grade students of Junior High School had four
themes. Each theme had its own language functions. The
themes and its language function were clearly written in the
following table:
Table 4.4 The Syllabus of Female Teacher Grade 7th
Basic
Competen
ce
Learning
Materials
Learning
Activities Indicator
Assessment
Time Sourc
e
1.4. Th
e correct
and
efficient
explicit is
expressio
nal in
short
functiona
l text
close
environm
ent
and/or in
7. Pro
nounce
the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
8. Read
word,
phrase
7.1.
Listen
and
repeat the
correct
pronounc
e and
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
8. Identif
y the
7. Pronoun
ce the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
8. Read
word,
phrase
and
 Observation
 Answer the
question.
 Multiple
choice.
Complete
the
sentence.
 Answer the
question
based on the
text.
Complete
the noun
12x4
5
Book
Chart
CD.
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academic
context
5.2 The
correct and
efficient
implicit is
expression
al in short
functional
text close
environme
nt and/or
in
academic
context.
and
sentenc
e with
the
correct
intonati
on
based
on
science
material
.
inform
ation
on the
text
based
on
scienc
e
materi
al.
9. Discus
s
vocabu
lary
and
gramm
ar.
sentence
with the
correct
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
phrases
stated in the
sentences
below.
Source: Documentation of the research
d) Material
Material had important role in teaching learning
process. The teacher absolutely used the material to reach the
goal of teaching. To choose the material the teacher considered
whether it was appropriate to apply in his classroom or not.
The material of teaching English in SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was taken from handbook or we call ‘Buku
Paket’. The handbook used by the students of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was handout book entitled When Rings the
Bells, This book is very appropriate to the students, because
this book contains the semester’s material. There are listening,
speaking, reading, and writing activities in each unit. There is
also an exercise in every topic. The book is accompanied by
pictures that make the students more enthusiastic in studying
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English. Moreover, it helps the students guess the meaning of
the words because pictures show the meaning of the words.
In teaching and learning activity, the teacher also used
LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa) as an exercises book; it contains
topics exercises that will build the students skill. The book is
used to evaluate the student’s progress. The tasks are divided
into two kinds; there are essay and objectives tests.
e) Presentation
After directing the student’s attention to the topic, the
teacher went on to the next step by doing presentation. The
teacher explained the material. Firstly, the teacher showed a
video about expressing apology and asking information.
For example:
 Sorry. (maaf)
 I am very sorry. (saya sungguh minta maaf)
 I apologize for….( saya minta maaf atas….)
 Please excuse me. (Mohon maafkan saya)
 Please accept my apology. (mohon terima maaf saya)
And explain how to respons to apology:
 Never mind. (tidak masalah)
 It doesn’t matter. (tidak terjadi apa-apa)
 That’s all right. (tidak apa-apa)
 That’s ok. (baiklah)
 Please don’t be worry. (tolong jangan khawatir)
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The next step done by the teacher was giving the
students some additional exercises. For example:
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f) Closing
The teacher ends the teaching and learning activity by
giving the students some exercises from their handbook and
LKS. Then the teacher gives them a home work before the
class over.
5) The Process of English Teaching and Learning by the male
Teacher of Grade VII (Observation 5/ VII G)
Teaching and learning process in SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Klaten usually begins at 7 a.m. For English Lesson, the teacher has
three hour in a week, 40 minutes x 2 per session. The teacher is
also given an hour in a week as additional time usually held after a
school time has finished. The following is the example of the
teaching and learning process done by the female teacher in the
first grade of A in several steps below:
a) Warming Up
When the class starts, the teacher greets the students,
for example:
Teacher : “Good morning students?”
Students : “Good morning Sir……”
Teacher : “How are you today?”
Students : “I’m fine, thank you. And you?”
Teacher : “I’m very well, thank you.”
This activity is done at the beginning of the teaching
and learning activity. It can make the students relax in facing
the learning. Then usually the teacher gives some questions
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related to the last lesson to the students. This aimed at to check
have the students already understood or not. When the students
could answer the questions well, the teacher goes on the next
lesson. However, if there are some students having not
understood yet, the teacher has to explain the lesson which is
he prepared before. The teacher always asks the students to
participate in discussing the lesson. The teacher not only
explains the material but also give the students an attractive
activity such as game in order to make them will not be bored
immediately.
b) Curriculum
English curriculum for SMP N 3 Karangdowo based on
the Curriculum of Education 2013. It is stated in the Decree of
the chairperson of Education and Sport Department of Central
Java Province. The goals of teaching English at junior high
School are to give ability in mastering the written and spoken
information and to prepare the students in mastering English as
early as possible to face the era of globalization.
c) Syllabus
The syllabus is the description about the material or
table of contents that should be taught to the students. The
teacher should look upon the syllabus before teaching, so that
he could make the English teaching process efficient and
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meaningful. The English syllabus for the second semester of
the seventh grade students of Junior High School had four
themes. Each theme had its own language functions. The
themes and its language function were clearly written in the
following table:
Table 4.4 The Syllabus of Female Teacher Grade 7th
Basic
Competen
ce
Learning
Materials
Learning
Activities Indicator
Assessment
Time Sourc
e
1.5. Th
e correct
and
efficient
explicit is
expressio
nal in
short
functiona
l text
close
environm
ent
and/or in
academic
context
5.2 The
correct and
efficient
implicit is
expression
al in short
functional
text close
environme
nt and/or
in
academic
context.
9. Pro
nounce
the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
10. Re
ad
word,
phrase
and
sentenc
e with
the
correct
intonati
on
based
on
science
material
.
9.1.
Listen
and
repeat the
correct
pronounc
e and
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
10. Id
entify
the
informa
tion on
the text
based
on
science
materia
l.
11. Di
scuss
vocabu
lary
and
gramm
ar.
9. Pronoun
ce the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
10. Rea
d word,
phrase
and
sentence
with the
correct
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
 Observation
 Answer the
question.
 Multiple
choice.
Complete
the
sentence.
 Answer the
question
based on the
text.
Complete
the noun
phrases
stated in the
sentences
below.
12x4
5
Book
Chart
CD.
Source: Documentation of the research
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d) Material
Material had important role in teaching learning
process. The teacher absolutely used the material to reach the
goal of teaching. To choose the material the teacher considered
whether it was appropriate to apply in his classroom or not.
The material of teaching English in SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was taken from handbook or we call ‘Buku
Paket’. The handbook used by the students of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was handout book entitled When Rings the
Bells, This book is very appropriate to the students, because
this book contains the semester’s material. There are listening,
speaking, reading, and writing activities in each unit. There is
also an exercise in every topic. The book is accompanied by
pictures that make the students more enthusiastic in studying
English. Moreover, it helps the students guess the meaning of
the words because pictures show the meaning of the words.
In teaching and learning activity, the teacher also used
LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa) as an exercises book; it contains
topics exercises that will build the students skill. The book is
used to evaluate the student’s progress. The tasks are divided
into two kinds; there are essay and objectives tests.
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e) Presentation
After directing the student’s attention to the topic, the
teacher went on to the next step by doing presentation. The
teacher explained the material. Firstly, the teacher showed a
video about agree and disagree.
Agreeing with an Opinion (Setuju dengan sebuah opini)
 Of course.
 This is absolutely right.
 I agree with this opinion.
 I couldn't agree more.
 I agree with what you are saying.
 I agree, I never thought of that.
 Neither do I.
 That's a good point.
 I think so too.
Disagreeing with an opinion (Tidak setuju dengan sebuah opini)
 I am sorry, I don't agree with you.
 I am not sure I agree with you.
 I don't agree with you.
 I am afraid I have to disagree with you.
 I do not believe that.
 By this I mean.....
 I disagree with you.
 I think you are wrong.
 That's not the same thing at all.
 It is not justified to say so.
 I am not convinced that.....
 I can't say I agree with this, and here's why.....
The next step done by the teacher was giving the
students some additional exercises. For example :
Make a dialog agree or dissagree with your friend!
Alika : Hi Alika, Have you heard about the new cinema
in Cimahi.
Nur : Yes I have.
Alika : And what do you think about it?
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Nur : I think that it is good have a cinema in our city.
So we don't have to go to bandung in just watching
a movie.
Alika : I am sorry but I am not sure about your opinion.
Nur : Why? Then what do you think about it?
Alika : You know it is the very first cinema build in
Cimahi right? So i think it will be really crowded
because everyone in town will go there to watch a
movie.
Nur : Yes, I think you right about it.
f) Closing
The teacher ends the teaching and learning activity by
giving the students some exercises from their handbook and
LKS. Then the teacher gives them a home work before the
class over.
6) The Process of English Teaching and Learning by the Male
Teacher of Grade VII (Observation 6/ VII F)
Teaching and learning process in SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Klaten usually begins at 7 a.m. For English Lesson, the teacher has
three hour in a week, 40 minutes x 2 per session. The teacher is
also given an hour in a week as additional time usually held after a
school time has finished. The following is the example of the
teaching and learning process done by the female teacher in the
third grade of A in several steps below:
a) Warming Up
When the class starts, the teacher greets the students,
for example:
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Teacher : “Good morning students?”
Students : “Good morning Sir……”
Teacher : “How are you today?”
Students : “I’m fine, thank you. And you?”
Teacher : “I’m very well, thank you.”
This activity is done at the beginning of the teaching
and learning activity. It can make the students relax in facing
the learning. Then usually the teacher gives some questions
related to the last lesson to the students. This aimed at to check
have the students already understood or not. When the students
could answer the questions well, the teacher goes on the next
lesson. However, if there are some students having not
understood yet, the teacher has to explain the lesson which is
he prepared before. The teacher always asks the students to
participate in discussing the lesson. The teacher not only
explains the material but also give the students an attractive
activity such as game in order to make them will not be bored
immediately.
b) Curriculum
English curriculum for SMP N 3 Karangdowo based on
the Curriculum of Education 2013 (K-13). It is stated in the
Decree of the chairperson of Education and Sport Department
of Central Java Province.
The goals of teaching English at junior high School are
to give ability in mastering the written and spoken information
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and to prepare the students in mastering English as early as
possible to face the era of globalization.
c) Syllabus
The syllabus is the description about the material or
table of contents that should be taught to the students. The
teacher should look upon the syllabus before teaching, so that
he could make the English teaching process efficient and
meaningful. The English syllabus for the second semester of
the seventh grade students of Junior High School had four
themes. Each theme had its own language functions. The
themes and its language function were clearly written in the
following table:
Table 4.4 The Syllabus of Female Teacher Grade 7th
Basic
Competen
ce
Learning
Materials
Learning
Activities Indicator
Assessment
Time Sourc
e
1.6. Th
e correct
and
efficient
explicit is
expressio
nal in
short
functiona
l text
close
environm
ent
and/or in
academic
context
5.2 The
correct and
11. Pro
nounce
the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
12. Re
ad
word,
phrase
and
sentenc
e with
11.1.
Listen
and
repeat the
correct
pronounc
e and
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
12. Id
entify
the
inform
ation
on the
11. Pro
nounce
the
correct
word,
phrase
and
sentence
based on
science
material.
12. Rea
d word,
phrase
and
sentence
with the
correct
 Observation
 Answer the
question.
 Multiple
choice.
Complete
the
sentence.
 Answer the
question
based on the
text.
Complete
the noun
phrases
stated in the
sentences
below.
12x4
5
Book
Chart
CD.
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efficient
implicit is
expression
al in short
functional
text close
environme
nt and/or
in
academic
context.
the
correct
intonati
on
based
on
science
material
.
text
based
on
scienc
e
materi
al.
13. Di
scuss
vocabu
lary
and
gramm
ar.
intonatio
n based
on
science
material.
Source: Documentation of the research
d) Material
Material had important role in teaching learning
process. The teacher absolutely used the material to reach the
goal of teaching. To choose the material the teacher considered
whether it was appropriate to apply in his classroom or not.
The material of teaching English in SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was taken from handbook or we call ‘Buku
Paket’. The handbook used by the students of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten was handout book entitled When Rings the
Bells, This book is very appropriate to the students, because
this book contains the semester’s material. There are listening,
speaking, reading, and writing activities in each unit. There is
also an exercise in every topic. The book is accompanied by
pictures that make the students more enthusiastic in studying
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English. Moreover, it helps the students guess the meaning of
the words because pictures show the meaning of the words.
In teaching and learning activity, the teacher also used
LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa) as an exercises book; it contains
topics exercises that will build the students skill. The book is
used to evaluate the student’s progress. The tasks are divided
into two kinds; there are essay and objectives tests.
e) Presentation
After directing the student’s attention to the topic, the
teacher went on to the next step by doing presentation. The
teacher explained the material. Firstly, the teacher showed a
video about expressing like and dislike.
Expressing Like
 I like... (aku suka...)
 I love... (aku suka...)
 I really like... (aku sangat suka...)
 I really love... (aku sangat suka...)
 I'm fond of... (aku suka dengan...)
 I enjoy... (aku menikmati...)
 I really enjoy... (aku sangat menikmati...)
 I am crazy about... (aku tergila-gila dengan...)
 I am very keen on... (aku sangat tertarik pada...)
Expressing Dislike
 I don’t like … (aku tidak suka …)
 I don't think I like... (aku pikir aku tidak suka...)
 I dislike … (aku tidak suka …)
 I hate … (aku benci …)
 I am not fond … (aku tidak menyukai …)
 I can’t bear … (aku tidak tahan …)
 I can’t stand with … (aku tidak tahan dengan …)
 I am fed up with... (aku sudah muak dengan...)
 I am not keen on... (aku tidak tertarik pada...)
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The next step done by the teacher was giving the
students some additional exercises. For example :
Make a dialog like or dislike with your friend!
Rima : What are you watching these days?
Santi : I watch Naruto. Do you like anime?
Rima : No I don't like anime or cartoon. I prefer Korean
Drama.
Santi : Oh really? What drama do you like then?
Rima : I like 'descendants of the sun', 'Goblin', and 'W'
Santi : I've watched 'descendants of the sun' drama and it
was really great!
f) Production
After the students had known expressing like and dislike,
then the teacher did the material memorizing. It is important in
teaching vocabulary. The teacher use game to help the students
memorized the material, which had been taught before and
made them fun in teaching process.
First, the teacher told the theme on that day. He explained
about kind of the adjective. Next, he asked the students to
mention kind of adjective. He also asked to student to write
adjective word. This purpose is to get the students attention to
the material. Next the teacher told the students that they will
play guessing game about adjective. Next, he began to give a
clue to his student. The teacher asked the students to spell the
words and helped them to read it in English. He asked the
students to follow him read the adjective word. After that, the
teacher divided their students to five groups. Situation student
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in the class at the time were very happy because each students
very enthusiastic to tried to answer. Besides using games, he
also shows the video of some expression related to the material
in order the students can practice the words in context.
g) Closing
The teacher ends the teaching and learning activity by
giving the students some exercises from their handbook and
LKS. Then the teacher gives them a home work before the
class over.
f. Media Used by The English Teacher
Based on the data collection and data analysis, the study
wanted by report finding resulted from observation related to the
teaching media used by the teachers in teaching English at SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten and the dominant media used in teaching English
at the school. The observation has been conducted for six times.
Each class has 36-40 students. From the observation it was
obtained that Mr. Sriyanto, S. Pd, the male who teaches used synonym
and opposite in teaching vocabulary. First, Mr. Sriyanto, S. Pd told the
theme on that day. He explained about kind of the adjective. Next, he
asked the students to mention kind of adjective. He also asked to
student to write adjective word. This purpose is to get the students
attention to the material. Next the teacher told the students that they
will play guessing game about adjective. Next, he began to give a clue
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to his student. The teacher asked the students to spell the words and
helped them to read it in English. He asked the students to follow him
read the adjective word. After that, the teacher divided their students to
five groups. Situation student in the class at the time were very happy
because each students very enthusiastic to tried to answer. Besides
using games, he also shows the video of some expression related to the
material in order the students can practice the words in context.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Windi Hartini, S. Pd teaching some English
material by using identifying pictures. Before she thought, she showed
pictures of the things in the classroom and the school in front of the
class and named them. Then she pronounced the word and asked the
students to repeat his orally until they produced clear and right
pronunciation. The purpose of this activity is to get the students
attentions to the words. The teacher showed things around us in the
classroom as a sample, for example: broom, chair, table, whiteboard,
etc. The next divided his student to eight groups and the name of the
group are A and B. He asked two groups standing on the right side and
left side. Each student in group A who stand on the right side takes a
picture of things in the classroom and the group B who stand on the
left side have to mentioned the picture’ name in English. Next, the first
student in the group raise up the picture and the first student in group B
answered it, if it wrong the others group helped him or her. If it’s over
group A and group B change their position, group toke the picture and
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group A answered. This activity repeated until all of the groups got the
turn. The students very enthusiastic and interested got their turn to take
the picture and answered.
Based on the data of interview and observation, it is gain data
that the dominant media used by both teacher male and female are
picture, video, and games. The teachers tried to deliver the material
effectively and easy to understand by the students.
2. Student’s Respond Toward the implementation of teaching English by
the English Teacher in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/ 2018
Academic Year
In the case, this study explores the students’ perception about the
teachers’ instructional media used by the English teacher. They are outline
based on the result of interview. In this interview, the students at junior
school asking about way of the teacher teach in the classroom. The media
applied by the teacher attractively, it makes the students enthusiastic to
answer every clue from the teacher. When this study interviewed them,
most of the students in this class agree and interest with the strategies that
teacher used and students said they are like it. It can see from some of the
student statement below.
Interview 1: “we are understands with the material about adjective with
uses synonym and opposite. We can add new vocabulary and we happy
because we study with the funny method. And we like studying English”.
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Interview I shows that the students are interest to study English by using
media for synonym and opposite material. Therefore, they are attractive
and motivated to learn it. The students’ perception about the used of media
instructional design is very nice therefore they were enjoying learn it.
The second interview, this study interviewed the students at first
grade. This class used identifying pictures to increased students learning
motivation. These media of card picture to support the material to get
students’ interest.
Interview II: “We like studying by picture and very interesting can learn
English with the picture. And we are happy because we get add new
vocabulary”.
It shows that the students like studying English with the picture.
Because they were interested in learning process in teaching English by
used of identifying picture.
B. DISCUSSION
The researcher analyzes the data from the interview, observation and
documentation during the research in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten. The data
collected are analyzed based on the statement of the problems. This is the
analysis of instructional material in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten.
Instructional materials are those used in the learning process.
Instructional materials are also important part in the teaching and learning
process. Because of that, we should give a lot of attention to use the
instructional materials. The students’ response is good in English learning
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process. It is supported by the attractive instructional material in SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten. Theoretically, the students’ interest to the lesson can be
seen through the learning process. They have a note or not, or they give
attention or not to the lesson.
Based on the data from the research, SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten
uses textbook   as   visual   instructional material   and movie   as   audio
visual instructional material. The teacher explains that using both materials are
very helpful for teacher in the learning process. It also gives a big advantage
not only for teacher but also for the students.
Both textbook and movie are good instructional material. Moreover
both of them are suitable with the three principles in choosing instructional
material, there are relevance, consistence and adequate. According to Sofan
Amri and Iif Khoiru Ahmadi, the relevance instructional material
means that learning materials should be relevant and suitable with the
achievement of standards competence and basic competence. In the textbook,
the material includes the standards of competence and basic competence. It is
shown from the teacher’s syllabus. The consistence instructional material
means that there is the firmness between the instructional materials
with the basic competencies that must be mastered by students. The
textbook also contain so many exercises that help the students to master the
basic competence. The adequate instructional material means that the material
should be quite adequate to help the students to master the basic
competencies. The textbook and movie give adequate material to the students,
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not too much and not too less. So, the textbook and movie are completed each
other in giving the good material for the students.
Using the textbook in teaching English especially for speaking avoids
the students from confusion with the lesson. They can learn at school or
home. The obstacle in using the textbook is the students’ mood. Sometimes
they feel bored with the textbook. But, it is not discouraging the students’
interest in learning English because they can learn the textbook at home. It
makes them feel confidence in facing the learning process in the classroom.
Based on the description above, the textbook is very helpful and good
for students in the learning process. According to Cunningsworth, there are
four criteria to evaluate textbook. The first criteria is textbook should
correspond to the learners’ needs. The textbook that is used in SMP 3
Karangdowo is appropriate with these criteria. The speaking material contains
the material that the students usually do in their daily life. The second criteria
is textbook should reflect the uses (present or future) that learners do in
using the language. The third criteria is textbook should take account of
students’ needs as learners and should facilitate their learning processes.
This textbook facilitates the students with detail explanation, examples and
also many kinds of exercises. It will make them feel excited. This textbook
gives the possibility that they can learn it at home. The last criteria is
textbook should have a clear role as a supplemented materials for learning.
Like teacher, they mediate between the target language and the learner. The
various textbook give the clear explanation about the lesson. The students can
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combine from the one to another one. So they will know little bit more about
the lesson.
On the other hand, teacher uses movie to overcome the students’
interest. Sometimes, they feel bored with textbook, so movie is the best
choice to overcome it. According to Edgar Dale, Audio visual instructional
material is one of the importances of instructional materials in the classroom.
A teacher must effectively bridge the time and space gap if learning is to be
assured. Audio-visual material, when used appropriately, is uniquely suited to
this subject.
The teacher’s purpose in using audio visual instructional material
are to facilitate the student, to motivate students to study hard, and also to
get a the better achievement. Students usually get bored to use textbook, so
teacher give another media in teaching speaking. Likewise for students,
they feel more interesting using movie. For achieving better achievement,
after students learn using movie, teacher asks them to take a note and retell in
front of class what they watch. Moreover, using audio visual instructional
material has so many advantages, such as Reduce verbalism, increases the
permanence of learning, adds interest and involvement, stimulate self activity,
provide the continuity of thought, provide experiences and not easily obtained
through other means.
As data obtained from the research, the English teacher needs
preparation in teaching reading lesson with using power point with picture to
make a good interaction with the students. The preparation makes teacher
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do what they have to do. It makes teacher do the lesson plan smoothly.
Teacher is important in the learning process. The ways they deliver
the lesson also influence the students’ interest, likewise in the development of
the instructional material. In SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten, teacher develops
the material using power point. Teacher summarizes the material from
various sources and makes the slide about it. This power point can make the
students understand the lesson and interested it. In a good presentation and
delivered material draw the students’ attention to the lesson. Power point also
an effective material in learning, it can abbreviate the time. After the lesson,
the students can make their own slide.
As suggested by Tomlinson that the material should help learners at
ease and power point gives the brief explanation but at the right way. It helps
the students to understand the lesson easily. Similarly, textbook help the
student in many ways, they can read it repeatedly because the material is
written there. The materials should help learners to develop confidence.
Textbook can make the students confidence, because they can learn it
at home, it makes them ready to the learning process.
Basically, textbook, movie and power point are complementary
for each other. So, it makes the learning process more interesting. Teacher
uses it alternately, when the students feel  bored with the textbook,
teacher use another one to reduce it and vice versa.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION, IMPLICATION AND RECOMENDATION
A. Conclusion
1. The Implementation of Teaching English for the Seventh Grade
Students of SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten 2017/2018 academic year
The findings on the implementation of teaching English for the
seventh grade showed that generally, the learning and teaching process in
SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten has followed the requirements of the
learning and teaching process including the  syllabus, learning objective,
procedure and technique, and the implementation of media for delivering
the material. All componets were applied in the teaching and learning
process for the improvement of better learning and students’ achievement.
The syllabus applied at SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten was
Curriculum of 2013 (K-13) which is familiar with (K-13). It was an
operational of curriculum designed and operated by unit level of
education. It orients on the result and impact coming out from the students
themselves by varieties of meaningful experience that can be manifest in
accordance to their needs. In the teaching learning process in SMP N 3
Karangdowo, has some general objectives In general it was to encourage
the achievement of English skill competence and to enable students to
communicate both in spoken and written.
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Besides the general objectives, they also had specific objectives for
each English skill. In Reading skill, Students will be able to use strategies
before, during, and after reading to aid in the construction and
enhancement of meaning and Students will be able to identify and explain
the function of essential short story elements in the writer’s craft
(i.e.character, setting, conflict, plot, climax, resolution, theme, tone, point
of view). Second, Writing skill: Students will be able to engage in teacher
and/or peer conferences during any or all stages of the writing process.
Students will be able to evaluate their own writing according to
established criteria and rubrics. Students will be able to maintain neatly
organized writing portfolios for use in tracking their growth as maturing
writers. Students will be able to publish their works in various genres and
for various audiences and purposes. And the last Speaking skill and
Listening skill: Students will be able to read orally with expression
indicative of comprehension and tone, Students will be able to respond
orally to written works, grounding their ideas in the text, Students will be
able to ask and answer questions logically and effectively.
This research found that the English teachers at SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten implemented the theory of Genre Based Approach in
teaching English lesson at all grade by using Genre Based Approach or
GBA.The First Procedure was BKOF-MOT-JCOT-ICOT and the second
procedure was BKOF-MOT-ICOT.
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As to the techniques of teaching English, both English teachers of
SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten used several techniques such as reading
aloud, group discussion, dialogue performance, question and answer,
explicative reading. In addition, the teachers used a variety of games such
as role play, presentation, and so on in which the aim was to increase the
students’ interest and ability performance in the mastery of English.
The researcher categorizes the instructional materials used at SMP
N 3 Karangdowo Klaten into four categories: (1) printed material, (2)
audio material, (3) visual material and (4) Material from internet. The
material are used for each classes, and each classes applied the same
handbook. As for class VII, the  material taken fromsuch the handbook
“When Rings a Bells”. Media here has a purpose to make the teaching
learning process more attractive and interactive. English teaching media
are very important to help students acquire new concepts of the skills and
language competences. By using this media, the teachers of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten tried to deliver the material effectively and easy to
understand by the students.In teaching and learning process, the two
teachers has used some media or tools to help the teaching and learning
process easier. The media also use in order to make the delivery of the
material more exciting andMedia which are used by the English teacher at
SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten are as follows; (1) text book and
whiteboard, (2) LCD, (3) internet and (4) picture.
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Based on the research, the teachers of SMP N 3 Karangdowo
Klaten uses many assessment models namely: 1) multiple choice forms, 2)
essays, 3) matching, 4) oral performance (presentation), 5) composing
group, 6) formative assessment, and 6) summative assessment. Both
female and male teacher applied those kinds of assessment model to
monitor the students’ achievement. Both female and male teacher applied
those kinds of assessment model to monitor the students’ achievement.
2. The Students Respond Toward the Implementation of Teaching
English by the English Teacher in SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten
2017/2018 academic year
The findings on students’ respons toward the implementation of
teaching English by the English teachers showed that they like following
the teachers’s lesson of both male and female. The teachers’ way in
teaching reading motivate them to laern reading and feel easy to
understand the materail. The media applied by the teacher attractively, it
makes the students enthusiastic to answer every clue from the teacher.
When this study interviewed them, most of the students in this class agree
and interest with the strategies that teacher used and about thirty students
said they are like it.
B. Implication and Recommendation
Based on the result of this research, the writer present some
suggestion as follows:
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1. For The Teacher of SMP N 3 Karangdowo Klaten
Based on the observation done by the researcher, the researcher
found that there are some weaknesses in the process of teaching English
such as learning objective, classroom procedure and technique, and
instructional media.
Focus on the learning objective, teaching English at Junior High
School in Indonesia as stated in Curriculum 2004 revised in 2006
covers abilities of four aspects of language. The teachers of SMP N 3
Karangdowo Klaten did not really consider about this matter and focus
the objective only on reading and writing skill. Therefore the English
teachers should find out the effort on searching and creating a new
model in presenting materials, in order to increase speaking ability.
During observation, the researcher found that in the classroom
procedure, the teachers uses two patterns of teaching procedure likely
BKOF-MOT-JCOT-ICOT and BKOF-MOT-ICOT. The researcher
noticed that the teachers did not apply BKOF procedure correctly. The
teacher might not skip any step in the teaching process, especially
BKOF procedure due to the important of building the students’
motivation to learn so that the teachers will be able to explain and
deliver the material smoothly. The teachers should build the students'
knowledge before continue to the next step of the teaching procedure.
So, it is suggested to the teachers that they must first understand the
term of BKOF before they apply it for the teaching in the classroom.
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Based on the classroom research, it was found that the teachers
apply reading aloud technique; students listened to the text read by the
teachers and classmate. But students sometimes not read the text in
appropriate pronunciation. In this case the teachers seldom fix their
pronunciation. Furthermore, the researchers suggest that the teachers
must correct their pronunciation and teach them the appropriate
pronunciation since pronunciation is crucial in English.
Related to media used by the teachers, the teachers used many
media such as LCD, pictures, internet, and audio player, but it is
sometimes still not appropriate with the material deliver to the students
and monoton. Considering this, it is suggested for the teacher of SMP N
3 Karangdowo Klaten to explore more about instructional media in
teaching English and provide various form of teaching methods.
Toward the researcher, the teachers did not provide complete
data and information due to their thight schedule. The teachers also
difficult to be contacted by the researcher. Meanwhile, it is suggested to
the teachers to be more cooperative toward the further researcher for
gaining data, doing observation, and asking for some explanation. The
teacher must giving more space to the further researcher for exploring
the students and taking reliable data that they need.
2. For Other Researcher
Based on the researcher finding, the research only focus on one
school to observed. Due to this condition, there might be less data and
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not enough variable to be processed in the analysis. It is suggested for
the future researcher to observe more than one school to get more
variable of data and hopefully there will be more variation on the
finding.
Naturalistic study classroom observation is a qualitative method
of measuring classroom behaviors from direct observations that specify
both the events and behaviors that are to be observed and how they are
to be recorded. Generally, the data that is collected from this procedure
focuses on the description in which specific behaviors or types of
behavior occurred in the classroom and measure their duration.
It is suggested for other researchers to do more preparation for
doing another research and take longer time for observing the object of
the research due to the limit time that will cause the lack of data of the
research. The researcher also need to have an agenda and arrange some
appointment with the related person before conducting the research. It
is also suggested for them to explore more about instructional media
and carry more specific topic of research related to instructional media
and provide more theory toward the teaching method and instructional
media.
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